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Preface

O

ne hundred years after the nations of the world recognized the legal,
religious, and historical right of the Jewish people to the Land of Israel,
the State of Israel now has the opportunity to take an additional significant
step forward toward the full realization of this right by applying Israeli law to large
areas of Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley. It is an opportunity that may not
present itself again.
Ever since the Six Day War, when the Israel Defense Forces liberated Judea, Samaria,
and the Jordan Valley from Jordanian occupation, the State of Israel has spoken with
two voices. While it consistently claims that the state has historical, legal, and moral
rights recognized under international law to these areas, Israel has, up until now,
applied military, not general Israeli, law there. This is the case despite the precedents
of David Ben Gurion extending, in 1948, Israeli law to areas that were not originally
included in the Partition Plan and the Knesset’s passing a law, in 1967, that applied
Israeli law to a united Jerusalem. On the one hand, successive Israeli governments
have allowed for the establishment of a thriving settlement enterprise in the area
that is now home to nearly half a million Israelis, but on the other hand, the state
has refused to allow them to live their lives as do the rest of its citizens. And while
all Israeli leaders make it clear that Israel’s eastern border must remain the Jordan
River, it is repeated with the same frequency that Israel is prepared to negotiate over
these very areas. The contradiction between these voices intensified in the 1990s
following the Oslo Accords, when the State of Israel allowed the establishment of an
autonomous region under the Palestinian Authority in parts of Judea and Samaria
where there are concentrations of Palestinians, while it continued to manage the
area under its control through a temporary military administration.
This gap between the declarative and the applied, along with Israel’s political
irresolution on the subject, has ultimately served to erode Israel’s status, both
regionally as well as internationally. This debilitated status has led to a bolstering
of Palestinian demands and to the emergence of a violent and uninhibited
international campaign against the State of Israel. The non-application of Israeli
law has additional painful price-tags: The quality of life for everyone in the area
has been harmed; there is an augmented and organized Palestinian effort to occupy
extensive areas in contravention of signed agreements; there has been considerable
environmental, ecological, and archeological damage to the area; and an absence
of sound governance and of long-term planning for the benefit of all residents of
the area.
Now, the government of Israel is faced with a historic decision. The Trump
Administration is the most pro-Israel US government since the advent of Zionism.
After decades of unfulfilled promises, the US administration moved its embassy
to Jerusalem, recognizing the ancient city as the capital of Israel; recognized Israeli
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sovereignty over the Golan Heights; and stopped all funding to UNWRA.1
In November 2019, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo declared that the United States
recognizes the Jewish people’s historical, religious, and cultural rights to Judea and
Samaria and the legality of Jewish settlement there; and in January 2020, with
President Donald Trump’s release of the “Deal of the Century,” the world’s leading
power announced that it also supports the application of Israeli law to parts of
those territories. Today, the Jewish people have the support of the United States to
return to their historic homeland and apply full sovereignty in many of the places
where “their spiritual, religious, and political identity was shaped, where they first
attained statehood, where they created cultural values of national and universal
significance, and bequeathed to the world the eternal Book of Books” (citation
from the Declaration of Independence). It is now up to Israel’s new government to
decide on applying full sovereignty there.
This booklet offers the general public and policy makers a thorough,
legal, and practical overview that facilitates understanding of the The booklet assumes
importance of the move, the broad legal basis on which it rests, that Palestinian
and the legislative background from which it is derived. The first
autonomy will continue
chapter clarifies why the immediate application of Israeli law in
Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley is necessary, and conversely, where it is presently
what are the implications of Israel’s policy of continued duality in extant and that the
relation to these territories. The second chapter discusses precedent State of Israel will not
- how the heads of state acted in the past when seeking to expand apply its laws in areas
borders - and presents the different alternatives under which Israeli
densely populated by
law can be applied at the present time. The third chapter explains
why the application of Israeli law in these territories is consonant Palestinians.
with international law, and the fourth and final chapter answers
some of the frequently asked questions about the initiative. Because we begin with
the assumption that the State of Israel does not want to relinquish its right to Judea,
Samaria, and the Jordan Valley, we do not present arguments from a strategic and
security perspective. In addition, the booklet assumes that Palestinian autonomy
will continue where it is presently extant and that the State of Israel will not apply
its laws in areas densely populated by Palestinians. Its purpose, therefore, is to lay
the grounds for the immediate need to apply Israeli law, principally and practically,
in the areas of Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley that are under Israeli control.
Now that 53 years have passed since the Jewish people have returned to their
historical homeland, the time has come to take another step forward and apply
Israeli law to the Jordan Valley and to the Jewish communities in Judea and Samaria.
After half a century of hesitation and vacillation, of taking one step forward and one
step back, the Israeli government must seize this historic opportunity by following
Ben Gurion’s legacy and fulfilling the age-old dream - for the future of the country,
its prosperity and security, and historical justice.
1

UNRWA is the United Nations agency intended to improve the lives of Palestinian refugees. However,
under the auspices of this humanitarian activity, the organization perpetuates Palestinian refugee
status and fosters the dream of return while funding terrorism and encouraging violence against
the State of Israel. See Amichai Magen and Uri Aqavia, UNRWA: Assistance for Refugees or Aid to
Terrorism, Position Paper 22, Jerusalem: Kohelet Policy Forum, December 2015.
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Chapter 1: The Importance of
Applying Israeli Law

T

he status of Judea and Samaria has been left undecided for over fifty years.
The official position of the State of Israel is that it has a legal right over
the territories, founded in its historical and religious connection to them,
which is also acknowledged by the law of nations. However, Israel has chosen to
leave in place the laws of foreign powers that ruled these areas in the past and
functionally administer the areas through the military. On the one hand, it allows
its citizens to settle there, yet on the other hand, it prevents them from living
pursuant to Israeli law.
This dualistic conduct indicates indeterminate intentions, and
has implications for a wide range of issues. The out-of-date
legislation that currently applies in the area (such as Jordanian
planning and construction laws, and Ottoman property laws)
does not allow for proper management of the area, does not
provide for daily life requirements, and even causes damage, in
many cases irreversible, to the population, land, topography,
and economy. In addition, the lack of a political determination
regarding the future of Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley
prevents decisions on land management policies, without which
the ability to develop the area and produce long-term planning
is impaired. If we add to this the ambiguity that Israel projects
regarding the future of these territories, a problematic reality is
manifest that sabotages the ability to govern and maintain law
and order.

The lack of a political
determination regarding
the future of Judea,
Samaria, and the Jordan
Valley prevents decisions
on land management
policies, without which
the ability to develop
the area and produce
long-term planning is
impaired.

Israel’s clouded message in regard to these areas is also damaging on the strategic
political plane and impinges its international relations. In the absence of a
functional expression of territorial right, even Israel’s allies assume that sovereignty
belongs to other countries. This assumption results in unending political pressure
for territorial concessions and the portrayal of Israel, in the international arena, as
a “colonialist occupier” and as a perpetual violator of international law. Moreover,
hostile entities, such as the International Criminal Court’s prosecutor’s office, take
advantage of this assumption to advance indictments against IDF soldiers for their
lawful acts in these territories with the excuse that the area belongs to the “State
of Palestine.”
The many implications of non-application of Israeli law in Judea, Samaria, and
the Jordan Valley, and the heavy prices that both the State of Israel and the region’s
residents pay, can be divided into five areas: 1) an outdated legal system and the
absence of up-to-date legislation; 2) a lack of uniform policies and the absence of
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a guiding hand; 3) a lack of good governance and the absence of a constructive
response to the organized and illegal Palestinian takeover of Area C; 4) the erosion
of Israel’s status in the international arena; 5) the absence of long-term planning for
development of the area.
We explain each of these aspects below:

1. An Anachronistic Legal System and the Need for Up-To-Date
Legislation

Failure to apply Israeli law in the areas of Judea and Samaria under Israeli control has
created an impossible reality where residents of the region, Israelis and Palestinians,
have lived for over fifty years under military administration and are subject to an
anachronistic and inconsistent legal system.2 This system of laws, a patchwork of
Ottoman, British Mandatory, and Jordanian laws - these laws are outmoded even
in their countries of origin - that is integrated into “General’s Orders” (legislative
instructions by the regional military commander) and recently also into primary
parliamentary legislation of the Knesset, combined with the creative interpretation
of the High Court of Justice and administrative tribunals - creates a legal tangle on
almost every issue. This legal reality, alongside the dearth of modern legislation,
precludes the possibility of meeting the life necessities of the populations and
hinders the development of the region.
Here is a summary sampling of those issues in which the discrepancy between
Israeli legislation and the prevailing state of the law in Judea and Samaria causes
harm and creates an insufferable situation.

A. Property Law
Real estate law in Judea and Samaria relies on Ottoman, Jordanian, and Israeli
military legislation, making for a very complicated, outdated, and unclear
system that is difficult even for legal experts to make sense of and results in legal
distortions. Examples include: a) Rigid restrictions on land acquisition - Israelis can
only purchase land through a company registered in Judea and Samaria, and not
as individuals, as is customary everywhere else under Israeli law. b) Unidentified
ownership - Unlike a person who purchases land within the sovereign territory of
the State of Israel, who can check the ownership of the land in order to make sure
2

As of 1995, areas under Israeli control  refers to residents of Area C only. As is well known, in 1995,
Israel signed an interim agreement with the PLO (the Oslo B Agreement), which divided Judea and
Samaria into three types of territory: Area A, under Palestinian civilian and security control; Area B,
under Palestinian civilian control and Israeli security control; and Area C, under full Israeli control civilian and security. All Jewish cities, towns, and villages are in Area C, as are all joint industrial areas,
IDF camps, and training areas.
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that the land is not mortgaged, registered under double ownership, etc. - the buyer
in Judea and Samaria may not review the land registry and therefore is precluded
from attaining verified information regarding land ownership. c) Condominiums
- The land registry of Judea and Samaria does not allow for the registration of
condominiums as is customary under Israeli law. d) Land registration fee in Judea
and Samaria - this is a percentage of the transaction price, in contrast to Israeli law,
under which the fee is fixed and modest. The high fee creates a substantial barrier
to business transactions and their registration. e) Planning laws - Jordanian and
military planning laws do not allow for the planning of land development without
the owner’s permission and require the signature of the Defense Minister on each
plan. This is an extraordinary obstacle to the development of the region for the
benefit of all of its residents.
These archaic laws are incompatible with modern law and combined with the
fact that most of the land in Judea and Samaria is also unregistered, they create
uncertainty, making it very difficult to conduct real estate transactions and maintain
proper legal records. Similarly, cumbersome procedures and unfamiliarity with
the law make forgery easier. Furthermore, the authorities’ de facto treatment of
the area, unique to Israel as opposed to the rest of the countries of the world, as
subject to international laws of occupation, results in losing the benefit of the legal
solutions that modern law affords for the resolution of real estate disputes, as well
as foregoing the expropriation of land for public needs.

B. Environmental Protection
As opposed to the nearly 300 pieces of Israeli legislation dealing
with environmental issues - air, green construction, hazardous In Judea and Samaria,
materials, nature and biological diversity, contaminated soil and there are only a
fuels, climate change, industries and licensure, energy, wildlife
small number of
protection, education and community, pests and pest control,
noise, sewage, etc. - in Judea and Samaria, there are only a small environmental orders
number of environmental orders that deal with a limited number that deal with a limited
of fields. For the most part, they are “traditional” regulations number of fields.
or orders that apply within the jurisdictional confines of Israeli
towns only, and not to the entire area. The pace of the area’s military legislation lags
far behind the pace of legislation in a modern country, and the gap is reflected in
many areas.
Examples of specific laws that do not apply in Judea and Samaria: (a) Because of
the inapplicability of the Clean Air Act, it is impossible to require emissions permits
nor, of course, prevent the emission of smoke and pollutants. (b) The rules of local
municipalities that grant authority regarding sewage do not apply, giving free rein to
factories to spew out sewage without oversight. (c) Quarrying - Israeli law does not
apply, the applicable military order is only partially enforced and is easily circumvented,
and consequently aggressive quarrying without oversight or remediation destroys
surrounding areas. (d) The law regulating electronic waste disposal.
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Furthermore, the law granting environmental enforcement
powers to local authority inspectors does not apply, which results
in serious sub-enforcement. Even in areas where legislation
exists, the absence of a enforcement capability prevents proper
treatment. As a practical matter, Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan
Valley have become havens for polluters and environmental
destruction, resulting in the population suffering from every
conceivable environmental hazard, which are sometimes
irreversible, such as illegal waste disposal sites, unlicensed gas
stations, and more.

Judea and Samaria
have become havens
for polluters and
environmental
destruction, resulting in
the population suffering
from every conceivable
environmental hazard.

C. Infrastructure and Energy
The non-application of Israeli law in the areas of Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan
Valley that are under Israeli control has a profound effect on infrastructure and
energy issues.
The Water Law does not apply in these areas, and the right to
water that it provides, for every need and every use, does not
apply to the population living there.
The Electricity Law, which regulates all activities in the electricity
sector within the Green Line, does not apply in Judea, Samaria,
and the Jordan Valley. Only recently, after a delay of many years,
did the Israel Electric Company develop a long-term power
supply plan in these areas.
The Natural Gas Sector Law also does not apply, and
consequently, there is no planning for the laying of natural gas
pipelines - not for towns and cities, nor for industrial parks. The
survival of regional production plants depends on the creation of
modern infrastructure for industrial areas in Judea and Samaria.

Without the application
of infrastructure and
energy laws, there will
be no significant and
sustained economic
growth in Judea and
Samaria, which is key
to co-existence and a
viable economy, from
which both the State
of Israel and the entire
Palestinian population
will benefit.

Without the application of infrastructure and energy laws,
there will be no significant and sustained economic growth in
Judea and Samaria, which is key to co-existence and a viable
economy, from which both the State of Israel and the entire Palestinian population
will benefit (including the Palestinians living in the autonomous areas, A and B).
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D. Archeology, Antiquities, Vandalism, and Theft
There are about ten thousand ancient sites in Judea and Samaria, most of which
have not yet been excavated and explored. Among them are many sites of
outstanding national importance, such as impressive fortresses of the Hasmonean
and Herodian period, like the Sartaba, Kiprus, Karantal and Hurkanya, alongside
sites of great importance from other historical periods. The phenomenon of
archeological vandalism and looting of antiquities has gained shocking momentum
in recent years. Because the Israeli Antiquities Law also does not apply in Judea
and Samaria, the area suffers from severe under-enforcement in this regard. It
is a lamentable fact that the theft of antiquities and the destruction of artifacts
that bear testimony to the history of the Jewish people in their homeland are
proceeding undisturbed.

Fortress of Hurkanya. The looters destroyed the Byzantine mosaic floor to reach the underground
chambers of the fortress.

E. Legal Procedure and Jurisprudence
Identifying the legislative sources relevant to any given issue is very complex, as we
noted above, and there is no official document that defines what piece of legislation
applies at any given time in Judea and Samaria. The military orders are published
for the most part without a consolidated and up-to-date text of the orders such
that, in practice, it is impossible to know what the binding law is. While that
makes it very difficult for the legal community, ordinary citizens are left completely
helpless in the face of this statutory ambiguity.
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2. The Absence of Consistent Policy

Failure to apply Israeli law in the area sends the message, both domestically and
internationally, that Israel has not yet decided whether or not to remain in the
area. This equivocation along with the duality - in which, on the one hand, Jewish
settlement is allowed to expand, and on the other, the area is administered through
a military administration that is self-defined as temporary - creates confusion,
insecurity, and the inability to make decisions at all levels. As a result, both
policymakers and bureaucrats are inconsistent and indecisive. The State of Israel
has not presented a vision, clear policies, nor strategic thinking for Judea, Samaria,
and the Jordan Valley, the practical outcome of which is that the state manages
them from day to day without consistency and vision.
As long as Israeli law is not applied to these territories, all civilian
matters in the area, including law enforcement, are handled
by the Civil Administration, an agency that is subordinate
to the IDF’s regional military commander (the general in
charge of the Central Command). In the absence of sustained
guidance from elected officials and the political echelon, those
who actually formulate policy are military commanders and
civilian officials who are required to make day to day decisions
on the ground. Without the proper guidance of the state’s
planning and policy institutions, effective wherever Israeli law
applies, there is a considerably wide margin for bureaucrats to
determine and implement policy on their own, resulting in
many respects in administrative chaos.

The failure to apply
Israeli law engenders
significant difficulty
and sometimes even an
inability to solve builtin problems, preventing
the development of area
for the wellbeing of its
residents.

Another consequence of this condition is stagnation. As a rule, the professionalclerical level tends to maintain the status quo and avoids shocking the system. The
failure to apply Israeli law engenders significant difficulty and sometimes even an
inability to solve built-in problems, preventing the development of the area for
the wellbeing of its residents. The application of Israeli law will fully subject the
bureaucratic agencies now serving as the ad hoc government in the territories to the
overall governmental system and will bring the situation in Judea and Samaria on
par with that customary in the rest of the State of Israel.
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3. Effective Governance and Response to the Organized
Palestinian Incursion to Area C

The application of Israeli law and increasing effective governance are especially
necessary in view of the intensification of the Palestinian effort to take control of Area
C. Israeli indecisiveness regarding its intentions in Judea and Samaria - the military
administration, the anachronistic and cumbersome system
of laws, and the absence of a clear vision with corresponding The crown jewel of this
policy - all transmit the message to the other players in the
statutory chaos is the
region that there is no one in charge. In the absence of a clear
sovereign - there is little effective governance and limited chance Palestinians’ organized
of maintaining law and order. As a result, a delinquent culture incursion into Area C
of taking the law into one’s own hands and “grabbing what you in critical violation
can,” has developed. The crown jewel of this statutory chaos of the Oslo Accords, a
is the Palestinians’ organized incursion into Area C in critical
move directed by the
violation of the Oslo Accords,3 a move directed by the Palestinian
Palestinian Authority
Authority and supported by extensive European assistance.

and supported by

In 2009, then-Palestinian Prime Minister Salam Fayyad
published a strategic plan to build the infrastructure for the extensive European
Palestinian state. Entitled, “Ending the Occupation, Establishing assistance.
a State,” the plan aims to take control of Area C, focusing on
areas of strategic importance (areas where Jewish settlement can be developed and
areas located on major transport routes or territories that once seized will sever
Israeli settlement contiguity and isolate individual settlements). It did not take
long for the Fayyad plan to move to the implementation stage, and in the absence
of Israeli determination to prevent its progress, it has dramatically changed the
landscape over the past decade.
The “Fayyad Plan” includes wide-spread construction,4 the seizure of agricultural
lands (erection of terraces, extensive land cultivation, excavation of pits, and laying
of irrigation equipment), the construction of quarries, development and paving of
roads, and the destruction of archeological sites. In order to accelerate the program,
the Palestinian Authority has established a broad organizational infrastructure, and
although it is in blatant violation of the Oslo Accords, it is receiving extensive
funding from the EU, individual European countries, and even the UN. Alteration
of the landscape is also accompanied by significant demographic change, with
massive growth of the Palestinian population in Area C. While at the time that
the Oslo Accords (1993) were signed, some 80,000 Palestinians resided in Area
3
4

See, The Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement on the West Bank and Gaza Strip, Annex III –
Protocal Concerning Civil Affairs, Article IV: Special Provisions concerning Area C.
This is not a result of natural population increase and expansion but rather strategically planned
building. Similarly, the encroachment into Area C does not stem from a lack of land to build on.
Additional research we conducted showed that in Areas A and B, 70% of the territory is not
developed and there are large reserves of developable land.
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C, estimates put today’s range between 250,000 and 400,000 Palestinians. The
bureaucrats of the Civil Administration were aware of the “Fayyad Plan,” but
whether intentionally or otherwise, allowed it to continue unabated.
According to a study by the NGO, “Regavim,” on the eve of the “Fayyad” program
in 2008, there were 29,783 Palestinian homes spread over 44,495 dunam in Area
C.5 A decade later, in 2019, the number of homes in Area C doubled, stands at
nearly 66,000, and covers an area of 86,000 dunam.6 By comparison, the developed
areas of Jewish settlement in Judea and Samara - stands at only 1.5% of Area C.

Palestinian Construction in Area C:
Current Total – 65,572 Structures
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Another recent field study conducted by the Shiloh Policy Forum in collaboration
with “Ad Kan,”7 which examined the Palestinian agricultural land-grab in Area C,
reveals an even more disturbing picture. Land cultivation has become a leading method
for Palestinians to take control of the land, relying on Israel’s failure at enforcement
and the Ottoman real estate laws that provide legal validity for prolonged possession
and cultivation. According to the study, there are currently about 650,000 dunam
cultivated by Palestinians in Area C, which comprises nearly a full 18% of the
territory. Cultivation of land takes place without any proof of ownership and often
in flagrant violation of stop work orders. Land chosen for unauthorized cultivation
is usually at strategic locations: adjacent to Jewish settlement, main roads, and even
in IDF training areas (firing zones). These areas also impair the IDF’s operational
ability and have security ramifications: Often when the military seeks to vacate the
area for training, it encounters legal attacks accompanied by international pressures
that force it to withdraw from its plan and seek alternate locations.
Another recent study by the Shiloh Policy Forum, in collaboration with the NGO
“Shomrim al Hanetzach”8 investigated the state of archeological sites in Area C. The
study mapped 361 archeological sites (out of the 2,300 sites delineated by the Civil
Administration) of special importance to Jewish history and scientific research. The
study found that in 44% of the sites surveyed, there was significant site damage,
7
8

The study has not yet been published.
The study has not yet been published.
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with many sites completely destroyed. In many sites where ancient buildings and
walls have been identified in the past, only hills of agricultural terraces or Palestinian
buildings and yards remain, and the archeological ruins have disappeared or have
been destroyed. At other sites, theft by hand or with the aid of mechanical tools
that affected dozens of dunam was discovered. The intensive damage destroyed
- and even totally erased - central archeological tells, entire structures, walls, and
palaces. The rich archeological finds that would have corroborated an historical
Jewish presence were lost beyond recovery.
The fact that the State of Israel is not combating these takeover efforts - not
through enforcement on the ground nor through political measures vis-a-vis the
EU and its member states, which are goading on this illegal activity - conveys to
all parties that the State of Israel is not really in charge. This message reinforces the
motivation to continue to establish facts on the ground in stark contrast to and in
violation of the signed Oslo Accords.
The application of Israeli law will convey a clear message to the world and to the
Palestinians that the areas of Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley in which the
law is applied are Israeli territory in which the State of Israel is sovereign. It will sap
the energy out of the delegitimization campaign being waged worldwide against
the State of Israel, and it is also the only way to maintain law and order in Judea,
Samaria, and the Jordan Valley and turn the region into a growing and prosperous
land for both the Israelis and the Palestinians who live there.

Palestinian cultivation
on state land

Garbage Dump

Areas cultivated by Palestinians and a pirate landfill on state land south of the Samarian community of
Migdalim (The area below the blue line is state land in Area C.).
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444

640000.000000

65

Mizpe shalem
Kh. beit hanu

35
Adora

כרמל

מעון

Asfar

Shayuch

Haskha

Telem

Adna

LAKHISH

AMAZYA

7
31

Ma'ale amos

Halhul

Tarkumia
Beit kahel

AHUZZAM

טווניה

Tkoa

Kh. el arub

Saa'ir

35

עין גדי

כרמל

Nokdim

Kh. zahar

Um salmona

Beit fager

Carmei Zur

Um alas
Beit u'la

חרבת רקעה

כפר עזיז

Kh. a dir

Tkoa

Haras
Nuba

35

35

EVEN SHEMU'EL

TELAMIM

Harmala

Marah raba

Maskar
el arub

Bir gala
kila

8
39

Kh. abu najim

Kh. el
maazara
Jorat e'
shamaa

kh. jador

NO'AM

יטא

Efrata

Kfar Ezion

Migdal Oz

HELEZ
ETAN

Ela'zar

Kh. zafa

BET GUVRIN

SEDE MOSHE

UZA

SEDE DAWID

Allon Shevut

Zurif

NEHUSHA

353

QIRYAT GAT

NIR HEN

352

Rafida

Rosh Zurim

Bat Ay'in

Beit ummar

40

NEHORA

ZOHAR

Zaa'tra
Rahme

367

BET NIR

GAL'ON
GAT(QIBBUZ)

Kh. beit
taamer

Neve Daniel

Jaba

ADDERET

Um asala
Ras sanisal

Dahr halat
jamaa

Nahalin

gvaot

AVI'EZER

NEWE MIKHA'EL

Kh. e' dir

353

35
SHAHAR

Kh. gahazam

Um e' tala

610000.000000

ALUMMA

REWAHA

GIV'AT
YESHA'YAHU
ZAFRIRIM

MENUHA

OZEM

NOGAH

Wad el aris

Bida

356

352

SEDE YO'AV

KOKHAV
MICHA'EL

Hajila

Beit sahur

Artas

WARDON
NAHALA

A'bidia

Beit lehem
Hader

90

90

6

620000.000000

375
LI-ON

SEGULA

NETIV
HALAMED-HE

60

620000.000000

YAD NATAN

35

466

55
4

482

40

90

41
2

4

LUZIT

מצפה שלם

ZAVDI'EL

Beit jala

Husan

Vadi fuhin

Beitar ilit

Deheishe'

ZERAHYA
NIR BANIM

Har Gillo

MEVO BETAR

ZUR HADASSA

MATTA

QOMEMIYYUT

NEGBA

588

581

57
58
4

6

670000.000000

553

20

4

44192
20

3

Battir

375

383

AGUR

מצוקי דרגות

690000.000000

690000.000000

4

90

4

6

Kh. el harzan

ZEKHARYA
QEDMA

EN ZURIM

Kalia
Keidar

El sawahra
Saich said

walaja

TIMMORIM

AVIGEDOR

SHAFIR
MERKAZ
SHAPPIRA

Eizariya
Abu dis

Kh. gib a-rom

RAMAT RAHEL

ZANOAH

SEDOT MIKHA

KEFAR WARBURG

MASSUOT
YIZHAQ

680000.000000

4

680000.000000

578

2

2
2

20

GEFEN

KEFAR MENAHEM

BAR GIYYORA

356

ריחי-א

417

ORA
AMMINADAV
NES HARIM

600000.000000

זיף

ARUGOT

1

90

בית חגי

QIRYAT
MAL'AKHI

Almog

Maa'le Edomim

EVEN SAPPIR

MAHSEYA

354

פני חבר

OROT

Bet Ha'arava

1
El-zaim

JERUSALEM

RAMAT RAZI'EL

KESALON

BET SHEMESH

YISH'I

TIROSH

6

60

BE'ER TUVEYA

EMUNIM
GIV'ATI

BET ZAYIT
EN KAREM-B.S.HAKLA'I

38

383

Vered Jeriho

Mizpeh Jeriho

1

NAHAM

ZOR'A

KEFAR HARIF

YINNON

Kfar Edummim

1

MOZA ILLIT

ZOVA

60

בני נעים

חרבת כנעאן

508

458

20

4

42
EZER

EIN RAFA

395

GIV'AT
SHEMESH

REVADIM

SHA'ARE
AVRAHAM

33
83

AHAWA

A'lmon

7
A'nata

ETANIM

4
35

קרית ארבע

BENE RE'EM

TALME YEHI'EL

KEFAR
AHIM

EIN NAQQUBA

GIV'AT
YE'ARIM

DEIR RAFAT
HAZOR-ASHDOD

AZRIQAM

Hizma

43
Beit ichsa

MEVASSERET
ZIYYON

QIRYAT
YE'ARIM

SHO'EVA

SHORESH

ESHTA'OL

Mashrua
musa el

Jeriho

Nabi zamuyal

Beit surik

BET NEQOFA

ABU GHOSH

1

BET ME'IR

TARUM

65

חברון

חבר

TA'OZ

KEFAR URIYYA

SHETULIM

BET EZRA

Har Adar

Ein asultan

Aqbat jabar

MA'ALE
HAHAMISHA

NEWE ILAN

GIZO

HAFEZ HAYYIM

SEDE
UZZIYYAHU

4

נוקדים

תוקוע

610000.000000

60

שיוח

חרבת בית ענון

35

TAL SHAHAR

YAD BINYAMIN

BET HILQIYYA

BENE AYISH

HAZAV

BAT HAZOR

Mihmas

Geva Binyamin
Dahit al
barid

Givon
Hahadasha

YEDIDA
QIRYAT ANAVIM
QIRYAT
YE'ARIM(INSTI

YAD HASHEMONA
MESILLAT
ZIYYON

367

חסכה

2
4

700000.000000
690000.000000
680000.000000
650000.000000

BIZZARON

GAN YAVNE

457

Diuch

Jaba

A ram

Bir nabala

Beit hanina

Katana

1

NEWE SHALOM
HAR'EL

ZELAFON

El jib

Bidu

NATAF

NAHSHON

44

40

סעיר

חלחול

ב

NEWE MIVTAH
KANNOT

אם עסלה

מעלה עמוס

אספר

BEQOA

3

5
37

כרמי צור

7

Ma'ale
Michmash

Kalandia
Judeira

Givat Ze'ev
Beit ejza

MISHMAR DAWID

YESODOT

QIDRON

MESHAR

7

Kochav
ya'akov

mahim
kalandia

443

Beit dako

5
38

ביר ג'אל

HULDA

GEDERA

MISGAV DOV

QEVUZAT YAVNE

ראס סניסל

תקוע

Rafat

El tira

Beit a'anan

El kabiba

ASERET
KEREM YAVNE(YESHIVA)

BET RABBAN

GAN HADAROM

Na'ama

Nueima
Bitunia

38

מראח רבאח

מעסכר אל ערוב
בית פג'אר
חרבת אל ערוב

בית אמר

דיר-חרבת א

חרבת זאהר

KEFAR
SHEDEMA MORDEKHAY

NIR GALLIM

8
39

חרבת אבו נג'ם
חרבת אל מעצרה
ג'ורת אל שמעה
חרמלה
אם סלמונה

מגדל עוז

חרבת גאדור

ביד'א

Beit lakia

Mevo Horon

600000.000000

אלעזר

אפרתה

356

7
36

אלון שבות
כפר עציון

חרבת צאפא

7

BENE DAROM

חרבת בית תעמר
זעתרה

רחימה
רפידה

ראש צורים
בת עין

גוש עציון

עבידיה

אם א טלע

449

Burka

7
41

דהר חלת
אל ג'מעה

60

BET EL'AZARI

40

ארטאס

נווה דניאל

SHA'ALVIM

1

42
4

KEFAR BIN NUN

KARME YOSEF

353

דהישה

נחאלין

גבעות

ג'בעה

443
Kh. el mazbac

HAZROT HULDA

ואדי אל עראיס חגילה
חרבת גהזם

בית סאחור

MISHMAR
AYYALON

BET UZZI'EL

PETAHYA
PEDAYA

MAZKERET
BATYA

6

ביתר עילי

BENAYA

YAZIZ

GANNE YOHANAN

411

449
Dir davuan

Psagot

Bet horon

GEZER

RAMOT ME'IR
GANNE HADAR

KEFAR AVIV

בית ג'אלא
בית לחם

El bire

Ramaa'la
450

Kfar a'keb

KEFAR BILU

QIRYAT EQRON
קלי"ה

40

BET GAMLI'EL

ZOFIYYA

שיח סעיד
חרבת אל חרזאן

רמת רחל

Beit sira

Rimonim
Ramman

3

Ein arik

BET HASHMONAY

GAN SHELOMO

GIV'AT
BRENNER

BEN ZAKKAY

קדר

46

Beit u'ur
a-fuka

NA'AN

YAVNE

41
7

SITRIYYA

GIBBETON

MAKKABIM-RE'UT

411

חדר

375

410

GE'ALYA

KEFAR
SHEMU'EL

Kh. el
uga puka

458

Beitin

Dir zivdia

Saffa

Beit u'ur
a-taht

AZARYA

Beit El a'

463

Ein kinia

Dolev

KEFAR RUT

431

YAD RAMBAM

90

הר גילה

חוסאן

ואדי פוכין

עיזריה
אבו דיס

סואחרה חרבת ג'ב
רום-א

4

38
5
בתיר

מבוא ביתר
צור הדסה

KEFAR HANAGID

Kefar oranim

Lapid

modiin

424

Beit mahsir

436

וולג'ה

מעלה אדומים

1

SHILAT

6

בית הערבה

40

MAZLIAH

Talmon

Gania

Kfar naa'ma

Balin

Kiryat sefer

Matityahu

Niran

Yitav

50

60

אורה

1

YASHRESH

אלמוג

Hashmonayim

44
3

MEVO MODI'IM

GIMZO

Sarda

El taiybe

Ofra

Jelazun

Abu kash

Kochav
Hashahar

Dir jarir

Dura el kara Ein yabrud

Mazra' el
kabali

Talmon B

Silwad

Yabrud
Ein sinia

Jafna

Ras kurkar

Modiein elit

El midya

KEFAR
DANIYYEL

AHISAMAKH

44

50

אבן ספיר
עמינדב

NEZER SERENI

1

450
Harbeta

Netiv Hagdud

Kfar malik

5

Abu shhidam

Ein ayov

Dir kadis

46

Bir zeit

Dir a'mar

458

רמת

RAMLA

REHOVOT

ירושלים

עין
ביה"ס-כרם
חקלאי

43

BET OVED
AYANOT

1

Burham

Nahaliel

Jamla

Naa'la

Nili
Naa'lin

BEN
SHEMEN
(MOSHAV)

44

NES ZIYYONA

אלזעים

42

איתנים

מצפה יריחו

Shabatin

463

90

בית זית

BET HANAN

BEN SHEM EN
(SHIKKUN)

LOD

Bitillu

Badras

6

7
41

מוצא עילית

443

ורד יריחו

NETA'IM

GAN SOREQ

PALMAHIM

1

מבשרת ציון

1
עין ראפה
צובה

כפר אדומים

ענתא

Gilgal

Gibia

60

בית נקופה

אבו גוש

עין נקובא

43
7

412

קרית ענבים

קרית יערים
()מוסד

קרית יערים

שואבה

HADID

BE'ER YA'AQOV

Fasayil

Tomer

El ma'ir

Kh. abu falaa

Mazra'
a-sharkia

A'tara

Ateret

Halamish

Kivia
BET NEHEMYA

KEFAR TRUMAN

GINNATON

NIR ZEVI

עלמון

Turmas i'a

Senjal

Galgulia

Nebi zalah

465 Dir nazam
Kovar

453
ZETAN

עקבת גבר
חזמא

42

בית איכסא

Dir a-sudan

Pazael

A'gul

1

ידידה

יד השמונה

גבעת יע

דחית אל בריד

60

בית סוריכ

A'buyan

Beit rima

Shkava

YAGEL

Yafit

505

Duma

BET ARIF
SHOHAM

משרוע מוסא
עלםAHI'EZER
אל

Ma'ale Efraim

Galud

Shilo

Umm safa

ZAFRIYYA

KEFAR HABAD

Krayot

Ma'ale Levona

A'rura

Aa'bud

Dir abu
misha'l

BEN
SHEMEN(K.NO'AR)

630000.000000

הר אדר

מעלה החמישה

Beit-Arye

Magd'l
bani fade

Ammuriya

Mazra' a
nuvani

TIRAT YEHUDA

עין אל סלטאן

Kazara

Eli

Luban sharkia

Farha

Karwat
bani zwid
Kfar e'in

ofarim

BAREQET

יריחו
RISHON
LEZIYYON

43
1

גבע
אדם-בנימין

בית חנינא

קטנה

441

מחמאס

ג'בע

4

436

נאבי צאמויל

Brukin

HAZROT KOAH

BENE ATAROT

HEMED

BET DAGAN

Talpit

Kfar a dik

Pduel

A-Lubban

Kh. tawil

Gurish

Gittit

Kh. kis

Rinatis

Kablan

Migdalim

Dir gasana

GIV'AT KOAH

Yatma

Al-sawia

Salfit

Bney zeid

YEHUD

46
1

NEWE EFRAYIM

Masua

505

Yasuf
Askaka

Ariel

5

Rafa't

NOFEKH

GANNOT

דיוך

מעלה מכמש

קלנדיה

50

בידו

660000.000000

60
כוכב יעקב

ביר נבאלא אל ג'יב

גבעון החדשה

אל קביבה

AZOR

Kfar Tapuach

Marada

505

Barkan

MISHMAR
HASHIV'A

מעבר קלנדיה

ג'דירה

Zarta

bruchin

נויעמה

רם-א

בית אג'זא

OR YEHUDA

נעמי

HOLON

בורקא

458

ראפאת

גבעת זאב

בית דקו

RAMAT PINKAS
MIQWE
YISRA'EL
BAT YAM

RINNATYA

BE'EROT
YIZHAQ

GANNE YEHUDA

Haras

Revava

505

Alley Zahav

6

466

בית חורון
טירה

בית אענאן

449

פסגות

כפר עקב

בי

670000.000000

60

450

ביתוניה

Bidia

Mesha

5 Zawia

Dir balut

MAGSHIMIM

RAMAT EF'AL

44

443

461

A'kraba

Kafel harat

Kiriat-Netafim

Ez efrayim

Elqana

ROSH HAAYIN

Elad

MAZOR

Fara' el
gaftlik

Yanun
Beita tahta

Kira

Ssha'are
tiqwa

NAHSHONIM

NEHALIM

Hilet el fula

Odela

Jamain

90

חרבת אל

דיר דבואן

Dir istia

U'zarin

KEFAR SIRKIN
MA'AS

GANNE TIQWA
SAVYON

Zabidat

Beita fuka

ENAT

471

GAT RIMMON

QIRYAT ONO

KEFAR AZAR
EF'AL-BET
AVOT

EF'AL-MERKAZ
SEM INAR

1

בית עור
אל פוקא

44

רמון

ביתין

5

508

Einabus

Zeita gama'in
Karwat
bani hasa

Sniria

KAFAR QASEM
GIV'AT
HASHELOSHA

SHEMU'EL

חרבת אל
GIV'ATAYIM
עוגא פוקא

ייט"ב
רמונים

בירה-אל

רמאללה

עין עריק
בית עור
אל תחתא

כוכב השחר

טיבה

עפרה

בית אל

Huwara

Yaqqir

Kh. el ashkar

Beit amin
A'zun A'tama

5

2
BENE BERAQ
נירן
48
TEL AVIV-YAFO
PETAH TIQWA
481
RAMAT GAN
GIV'AT

90

עין קיניא

דולב

דיר איבזיע

0

45

463

Kh. abu salma

Oranit

60

כפר נעמה
בית מחסיר

טלמון

Nofim

Kfar thalat

Kh. el mador

NIRIT

Marg-na'aga

Argaman
Mehora

U'rata

505

סרדה
ג'אניה

Emanuel

Itamar

U'rif

481

דיר ג'ריר

דורא אל קרע
עין יברוד

ג'לזון

אבו קש

ראס כרכר

Ma'ale-Shomron

Beit furik

7
55

Yizhar

HORESHIM
KAFAR BARA

נתיב הגדוד

כפר מאלך

יברוד

עין סיניא

ג'פנא

Hamra
Rugib

Kafer kalil

Burin

A'zira el
Kabali

Genzafut

Karnei-Shomron

Ma'ale-Shomron

Kh. sheich
ahmed

YARHIV

JALJULYE

ELISHAMA

HAGOR

458

מזרעה אל
קבליה

טלמון צפון
עין איוב

ח

מוד

SEDE HEMED

HOD HASHARON

Madma

55

Kh. a'sala

Kh. ras
el tira

Kh. ras a'tia

NEWE YARAQ

סלואד

465

ביר זית
אבו שחידם

MATAN

ADANIM

גלגל

Salim

Beit dagan

Berakha

60

57

ברהאם

נחליאל

דיר עמאר

Habala

531

שרקיה-מזרעה א

Dir el htab

A'rak burin

Thel

Fara'ta

57

כובר

ביתלו
ג'מלא

Kfar lakef
A'zun

Alfe-Menashe

KEFAR SAVA

YARQONA

A'zmut
Ascar

Balata

Sarra

Amathin

Al-pundak

55

GANNE AM
RAMAT
HASHARON

Jit

Hajja

Beqa'ot

578

GELIL YAM

פצאיל

תומר
5

אל מע'יר

חרבת אבו פלאח

Ba'ka

Kh. a-nabi el

KEFAR M ALAL

Nablus

Rafidiya

Kh. zir

Kalkilia

NEWE YAMIN

RAMOT
HASHAVIM

Kh. beit-hasa

Elon more

Ganid
Kfar kadum

Gius

zofim

Ro'i

Kh. el
akrabania

Beit-iba

Kfar a'vush

60

עטרת

ג'יביא

תרמסעיא

סנג'ל

עטארה

חלמיש

GIV'AT HEN

Nazaria

Kuzin
kur

Kfar zivad

Kdumim
EYAL

HERZELIYYA

Asira
elsamaliya
Zoata

Kfar zur

zur yigal

RAMAT
HAKOVESH

NIR ELIYYAHU

RA'ANANA

505

Dir-sharaf

Kafer jamal

Falame

BET BERL

ZOFIT

GAN HAYYIM

Ein el-beida

Shavei-Shomron

Bet-lid

Beit wazan

KOKHAV YA'IR

SEDE WARBURG

יפית

90

דיר א

KEFAR
SHEM ARYAHU

פצאל

ג'לג'ליה

עג'ול

אם צפא

551

BAZRA

דומא

שילה

מעלה לבונה

עבוין

סודאן-דיר א

נבי צאלח

5
46דיר
נזאם

BENE ZIYYON

מעלה אפרים

505

ג'אלוד

Taluza

El nakura
Saffarin

A-ras

Sali't

6

בית רימא

SHEFAYIM

4

ערורה

בני זיד

גיתית

מג'דל
בני פאדל

קצרה

קריות

Agnasnia

ZUR NATAN

TIRE

541

נובאני-מזרע א

כפר עין

HERUT

MISHMERET

HARUZIM

RISHPON

עלי

531

חרבת קיס

דיר גסאנה

מגדלים

תלפית

אלסאויה

לבן שרקיה

KEFAR AVODA

KEFAR HESS

TEL YIZHAQ

משואה
QIRYAT
SHELOMO

GA'ASH

חרבת טוויל

ג'וריש

Tamun

Nazhef-jabil
Sebastia

AZRI'EL

YAQUM

551

קבלאן

עמוריה

קראוות
בני זיד

TEL MOND

mukhayam
fari'a

Ya'azid

Ramin

Shufa

TAYIBE

YE'AF

EN WERED

BENE DEROR

57

BET YAHOSHUA

90

סלפית

פרחה

עקרבה

יתמא

60

אריאל

ברוקין

PORAT

EVEN YEHUDA

505

יאסוף

אסכאכא
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4. Diminution of Israel’s Status Internationally

In failing to apply Israeli law to select areas of Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley,
the State of Israel conveys a halting message. Israel claims its legal, historical, and
moral right to the area, but does not endeavor to realize that right. The government
restricts the development of Jewish settlement there, does not include the region
in its long-term development plans, and allows Arab residents to seize land and
build homes almost unhindered. Thus, the State of Israel hints,
practically declares, that it does not believe its own rhetoric. In This vacillation and
addition, the fact that the area has been managed for over fifty indecision, which have
years by a system of laws, originating with foreign occupiers increased over the past
that are long gone, sends a message of indeterminacy, as if Israel
two decades, have
is merely a visitor in the area. This vacillation and indecision,
which have increased over the past two decades, have resulted resulted in a continuous
in a continuous erosion of Israel’s international status, an erosion of Israel’s
emboldening of the de-legitimization campaign against it, and international status.
the reinforcement of Palestinian territorial claims.
The application of Israeli law in the territories of Judea and Samaria will give
practical and substantive ascendancy to its claim of historic and legal title to these
lands and help stave off international attempts to diminish Israel’s rights and status
as a nation state.

5. Long-term Planning and Area Development

Although there are nearly half a million Israeli citizens living
there, and the State of Israel is obliged to provide them with
all relevant services, the Jordan Valley, Judea, and Samaria
have still not been included in any government master plan.
As far as the planning authorities are concerned, these areas
are not formally included in the State of Israel, and therefore
no planning has been made for them, and but few resources
have been allocated for their development. The lack of systemic
planning prevents proper development of the area in all respects:
housing, employment options, health infrastructure, industry,
roads, and the like. The planning and development that are
occurring are at the initiative of local leaders - most notably the
local councils and the ”Amana” settlement movement - who
are pushing “from below.” These are usually only local efforts,
and their implementation is slow. In the absence of a master

As far as the planning
authorities are
concerned, these
areas are not formally
included in the State
of Israel, and therefore
no planning has been
made for them, and
but few resources have
been allocated for their
development.
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plan and systemic view of the whole range of issues and challenges, there is no real
response to the living requirements of the residents, Jews and Arabs alike. This is
a reality that comes with serious economic and social consequences. Moreover, in
the absence of planning, no governmental thinking is being conducted on longterm development goals, although setting such goals is necessary for economic
development of the region for the benefit of all of the populations living there.
Applying Israeli law to Judea and Samaria and including them in national
planning and construction programs will not only make it easier for the residents
of the area but will also help the housing market in Israel dramatically. Because
these areas are mostly adjacent to the major metropolitan areas, they provide the
State of Israel with substantial land reserves. Applying Israeli law to them and
opening them to the Israeli market will help deal with the real estate crunch in
the center of the country and significantly lower housing prices.
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Chapter 2: The Legal Procedure

S

ince the establishment of the State of Israel, the boundaries of the scope of
Israeli law have been expanded three times. The legal instrument by which
the law’s jurisdiction was expanded was different each time. In this section,
we briefly present the ways in which this was done, discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of each, and then recommend the appropriate legal tool for the law to
be extended in Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley. Finally, we will briefly present
some of the complexities involved in the transition from military jurisdiction, in
place for over half a century, to full Israeli sovereignty.

1. Three Instances of Sovereignty, Historical and Legal Aspects

The first time that legal sovereignty was expanded over territory was in 1948,
immediately following the establishment of the state. Expansive territories
were captured that were not originally included in the Partition Plan and were
adjoined to the State of Israel through an administrative order of the Minister
of Defense.
On September 2, 1948 (28 Av 5708), then Prime Minister and Defense Minister
David Ben Gurion issued a decree on the “Israel Defense Forces Government in
the Land of Israel” (Proclamation #1). The order defined all territories occupied by
Israel during the War of Independence that had not been included in the United
Nations Partition Plan as “Held Territories,” and retroactively applied Israeli law to
them, as of Friday, May 19, 1948 (6 Iyar 5708), the day after the Declaration of
Independence. Regarding greater Jerusalem, which was slated to be an international
city under the Partition Plan, the Minister of Defense issued a similar order on
August 2, 1948 (26 Tamuz 5708). This move significantly expanded the borders
of the State of Israel, which now included Acre, Nahariya, Ma’alot, Nazareth,
Be’er Sheva, Ramla, Lod, Ashdod, Ashkelon, and other locales. The country grew
from 16,000 to 20,250 square kilometers. Three weeks after the publication of the
Minister of Defense’s order, on September 26, 1948 (22 Elul 5708), the Provisional
State Council (later, the Knesset) enacted the “Area of Jurisdiction and Powers
Ordinance, 1948,” which was also retroactively applied from May 15, 1948 (6 Iyar
5708). The order instructed that Israeli law, jurisdiction, and administration apply
to any area of the Land of Israel defined by the Defense Minister as “held by the
IDF,” thereby giving legal authority to the new borders that were determined by
the order issued by the Minister of Defense. This was made possible because the
Partition Plan that the United Nations Security Council had proposed was affirmed
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by the Jewish settlement in Israel, but rejected by the Arabs of Israel and the Arab
states, who responded with a declaration of war, and therefore the Partition Plan
had no validity in terms of international law.

[Unofficial translations of select legislation appear below]

The Area of Jurisdiction and Powers Ordinance
No. 29 for 1948
The Provisional State Council hereby enacts as follows:
Area to Which
the Law Applies

1.

Any law applying to the whole of the State of Israel
shall be deemed to apply to the whole of the area of the
State of Israel and any part of the Land of Israel which
the Minister of Defense has defined by proclamation as
being held by the Defense Army of Israel.

Area of Authority

2.

Any person or body of persons competent by virtue of
a law as aforesaid to hold office or act in the whole of
the State of Israel shall be deemed to be competent to
hold office or act in the whole of the area including both
the area of the State of Israel and any part of the Land
of Israel which the Minister of Defense had defined by
proclamation as being held by the Defense Army of
Israel.

Effective Date
and Approval of
Actions

3.

This ordinance shall have effect retroactively as from
the 6th Iyar, 5708 (15th May, 1948), and all acts done
which,, but for the provisions of this Ordinance, would
be without effect are hereby validated retroactively.

Effective Date
and Approval of
Actions

4.

This ordinance shall be cited as the “Area of Jurisdiction
and Powers Ordinance, 1948.”
September 26, 1948 (12 Elul 5708)

David Ben Gurion

Felix Rosenblüth

Prime Minister and Minister of Defense

Minister of Justice
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ISRAEL DEFENSE FORCES GOVERNMENT
IN THE LAND OF ISRAEL
Proclamation No. 1

Whereas various territories in the Land of Israel are under the control
of the Israel Defense Forces, which heeds my command;
And whereas the Israel Defense Forces must uphold the public peace
and security in these territories and consider regulating law and
jurisprudence;
Therefore, I, David Ben Gurion, Minister of Defense, hereby declare
on behalf of the Israel Defense Forces High Command as follows:

Interpretation

1.

The term, “held territories,” means the territories in
the Land of Israel within the boundaries demarcated in
red on the map of the Land of Israel signed by me and
bearing today’s date, September 2, 1948, or any other
map that shall replace it that shall be signed by me and
similarly marked.

The Law

2.

The Law of the State of Israel applies to the held
territories.

Public Order
and Security

3.

Residents of the held territories are hereby called upon
to maintain public peace and the economy and assist
the Israel Defense Forces to the extent required. Anyone
violating any of my instructions shall be tried before a
military court that shall be established at my insistence
or before a civilian court, as circumstances require.

Publication of
the Proclamation

4.

This proclamation shall be published to the public by all
methods that I will consider as being the most efficient.

Validity of the
Proclamation

5.

This proclamation shall be deemed valid for all intents
and purposes as of midnight, Saturday, May 15, 1948,
but with regard to those portions of the held territories
whose possession will have been transferred to the Israel
Defense Forces at a later time, the proclamation shall
only be valid as of that time.
David Ben Gurion
Prime Minister and Minister of Defense
Issued this day, September 2, 1948 (28 Av 5708).
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The second time that Israeli law was applied to territories in the Land of Israel was
in 1967: Two and a half weeks after the end of the Six Day War, after the Knesset
authorized it to do so, the Israeli government applied Israeli law, jurisdiction, and
administration to East Jerusalem through a government order.
In the Six Day War, large areas that were previously held by Arab countries were
liberated: the eastern part of Jerusalem, including the Old City, Judea and Samaria,
the Golan Heights, the Gaza Strip, and the Sinai Peninsula. In light of the “Area
of Jurisdiction and Powers Ordinance,” enacted by the Provisional State Council
in September 1948, then Defense Minister Moshe Dayan could have issued an
order defining the territories included in Mandatory Palestine East Jerusalem, Judea and Samaria, the Jordan Valley, and the With this amendment,
Gaza Strip - as “Held Territories” by the IDF, and in doing the Knesset stipulated
so, would have automatically applied Israeli law to them. But
in law that it authorizes
because the government was considering negotiating for peace
in exchange for these areas, or parts thereof, it eschewed the the government to
automatic application of Israeli law to the new territories. For apply Israeli law,
that reason, instead of an order categorizing the new territories jurisdiction, and
that were captured in the war as “Held Territories,” on June administration, to
7, 1967 (28 Iyar 5727), the area commander, the General of
every part of the Land
Central Command (and not the Minister of Defense), issued
two orders: one announced the “taking over of administration of Israel, leaving it
by the IDF”; and the second, entitled the “Proclamation with the discretion to
Regarding Regulation of Administration and Law,” announced determine the extent
that the law that had existed in the area until the day that the of the area to which
territory was captured “will remain in effect.” That is to say,
the law will be applied
instead of applying Israeli law over the area, the State of Israel
decided to leave in place the pre-existing system of laws, which, and the timing of its
as explained above, comprised Ottoman, British Mandatory, application.
and Jordanian legislation.
The only place about which the State of Israel did not hesitate was Jerusalem.
About two weeks after the end of the war, on June 27, 1967, the “Regulation of
Administration and Law Ordinance, 1948” was amended, and the Knesset added
Article 11B, which states: “The law, jurisdiction, and administration of the state will
apply in every territory of the Land of Israel that the government has determined by
order.” With this amendment, the Knesset stipulated in law that it authorizes the
government to apply Israeli law, jurisdiction, and administration, to every part of
the Land of Israel, leaving it with the discretion to determine the extent of the area
to which the law will be applied and the timing of its application.
The Knesset derived the right to do so from the fact that, according to international
law, the State of Israel has the right of sovereignty to the Land of Israel as it was under
the British Mandate, and this is for two interrelated reasons. First is the doctrine
of Uti Possidetis Juris that gives new states full sovereignty over all territorial units
that preceded their independence. According to this doctrine, which is recognized
throughout the world as an undisputed part of customary international law, from
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the time the State of Israel declared its independence, it is the sovereign in all
areas of the Mandate, including those designated for the Arab state that did not
materialize. The second reason is the international recognition, as ensconced in the
Mandate, of the right of the Jewish people to re-establish their national home in
the Land of Israel, and the provision of territorial management to Britain on the
condition that it help realize this mission. The League of Nations (the international
body that preceded the United Nations) ratified the Mandate in 1922, and Article
80 of the UN Charter preserved the legal validity of this right of the Jewish people
even after the Mandate ended, the League of Nations was dissolved, and the United
Nations was established.9

The Regulation of Administration and Law Ordinance, 1948
(Sections 11-11B only)

No. 1 for 1948
By virtue of the power conferred upon the Provisional State Council in the Declaration
of the Establishment of the State of Israel, of the 5th Iyar, 5708 (14th May, 1948) and
by the Proclamation of that date, the Provisional State Council hereby enacts as follows:
Chapter 4 – The Law
The Existing
Law

Hidden Laws
(Amendment
No. 4) 1949

11.

The law which existed in the Land of Israel on the 5th Iyar, 5708 (14th, May
1948) shall remain in force, insofar as there is nothing therein repugnant to this
Ordinance or to the other laws which may be enacted by or on behalf of the
Provisional State Council, or subject to such modifications as may result from the
establishment of the State and its authorities.

11A. (A) A hidden law has no, nor has it ever had, any effect.
(B) A “hidden law” means, in this section – a law as defined in the Interpretation
Ordinance, 1945, that was intended to be enacted by the legislature between
November 29, 1947 and May 15, 1948 and that was not published in the official
newspaper, despite being included in the type of laws whose publication in the
official newspaper was, prior to that same period of time, obligatory or customary.

Application
of the Law
(Amendment
No. 10), 1967

11B. The law, jurisdiction, and administration of the State shall apply to any area of
the Land of Israel that the Government has determined by order.
May 21, 1948 (12 Iyar 5708)

9

David Ben Gurion

Felix Rosenblüth

Prime Minister and Minister of Defense

Minister of Justice

We expand on the application of Israeli law and the compatibility with international law in Chapter 3.
For more on Israel’s legal right to Judea, Samaria, and the Gaza Strip, see “The Pompeo Declaration
on the Legality of Jewish Settlement in Judea and Samaria," Jerusalem: Kohelet Policy Forum and the
Shiloh Policy Forum, January 2020, pp. 6-9. https://www.shiloh.org.il/publications.
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The Regulation of Administration
and Law Order (No. 1), 1967
Pursuant to its authority under Section 11B of the Regulation of
Administration and Law Ordinance, 1948, and pursuant to its other
powers under any other law, the Government orders as follows:
1.

The area of the Land of Israel described in the supplement is
hereby determined to be an area in which the law, jurisdiction, and
administration of the State apply.

2.

This order shall be cited as the “Regulation of Administration and
Law Order (No. 1), 1967.”
June 28, 1967 (20 Sivan 5727)

Yael Uzai
Government Secretary

The Justice Minister at the time, Yaakov Shapira, explained that the State of
Israel’s position was that as the sovereign, it had the right to apply its laws in the
IDF-controlled areas of the Land of Israel immediately, but believed it would be
better to do so in the context of a government order as a “clear sovereign act.”10 In
fact, as soon as the law was published and went into effect, on June 28, 1967 (20
Sivan 5727), the government of Israel issued a “Regulation of Administration and
Law Order (No. 1), 1967,” stating that it is applying the “law, jurisdiction, and
administration” to the entire territory of East Jerusalem that was captured in the
war. The fact that the drafters of the order labeled it “Order #1,” indicates that they
considered it the first in a series of similar orders to be issued over time. However,
no further decree has been issued since. The unification of Jerusalem that was
enshrined in the order garnered constitutional validity in Israel with the approval
of the Basic Law: Jerusalem, the Capital of Israel, 1980, as well as the Basic Law:
The State of Israel, the National Home of the Jewish People, 2018, which state that
the “complete and united Jerusalem is the capital of Israel.”
The third time that Israeli law was applied to territories in the Land of Israel was
in 1981, when the Knesset applied Israeli “law, jurisdiction, and administration” to
the Golan Heights through special legislation.
10 According to the Minister of Defense, the ”The approach of the State of Israel…is based on the
principle that law, jurisdiction, and administration of the State apply to the parts of the Land of
Israel that are located in practice within the sovereign territory of the State… It is the Government's
opinion – and its perception is consistent with international law – that, in addition to IDF control,
a clear sovereign act is required on the part of the State in order for Israeli law to apply to such
territory" (Official Gazette and Bills, Booklet 731, p. 2420, June 27, 1967 (19 Sivan 5727)).
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Because the Knesset had already in 1967 authorized the government to apply
Israeli law to any area of the ”Land of Israel,” it was also possible in this context
to apply Israeli law by government decision to the Golan Heights, as was done
for East Jerusalem in June 1967. The term, “Land of Israel,” however, could
have theoretically been interpreted not as referring to the territory that had been
described in the Mandate (that had been approved by the League of Nations at
the San Remo Conference) as an a rea designated for the establishment of the
National Home for the Jewish people - which included the Golan Heights - but
to the British Mandate prior to t he establishment of the State, which did not
include the Golan Heights. There f ore, contrary to the case of East Jerusalem,
application of Israeli law in the Golan Heights was accomplished by means of
new legislation of the Knesset.
On December 15, 1981 (19 Kislev 5742), the Knesset approved the Golan
Heights Law, 1981, stating that “the law, jurisdiction, and administration” of
the State will apply to the Gol an Heights area as described in the addendum
(the attached map).” Article 3 of this law empowered the Minister of Interior,
upon consultation with the Minister of Justice, “to issue regulations regarding
its implementation and stipulate in the regulations transitional provisions, and
provisions regarding the continued validity of regulations, orders, administrative
provisions, as well as rights a nd obligations that were in force in the Golan
Heights prior to the commencement of this law.”

2. Applying Israeli Law in Judea and Samaria:
Policy Recommendations

In the interim agreement signed in 1995 between the State of Israel and the PLO
(the Oslo B Agreements), the territories of Judea and Samaria were divided into
three distinct areas: Area A - under Palestinian civilian and security control; Area
B - under Palestinian civil and Israeli security control; and Area C - under Israeli
civilian and security control. US President Donald Trump’s recently released “Deal
of the Century” recognizes Israel’s right to apply Israeli law to 50% of Area C
(which accounts for 30% of the entire Judea and Samaria region). Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu declared that he intends to promptly apply the law based
on the Trump parameters and therefore it behooves Israel to examine what is the
preferred method of applying Israeli law to Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley.
As shown above, the legal process provides three possible ways of applying Israeli
law in Judea and Samaria: 1) an order by the Defense Minister, as in 1948; 2) a
government order, which relies on explicit Knesset approval, as in 1967 (Jerusalem);
3) through primary legislation, as with regard to the Golan Heights (1981). All of
these options exist today, and policymakers can select their preferred alternative. In
what follows, we briefly present the main arguments for and against each alternative.
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A. Model 1948: Minister of Defense Proclamation (not
recommended)
One possible way to apply Israeli law in Judea and Samaria is for the Defense
Minister to issue a proclamation that the area in question is “held by the IDF,” and
thus pursuant to the Area of Jurisdiction and Powers Ordinance, 1948, Israeli law
will automatically apply to it.
The main advantage of this method is that it depends on only one person, the
Defense Minister, and therefore it is also immediately implementable without
the need for further discussion; but that is also its major disadvantage. This was
fitting procedure at the time of the state’s founding when the Minister of Defense
David Ben Gurion was the country’s undisputed leader. Such
was his unlimited social and governmental credit that, just following the amendment
as he had successfully led the process of declaring the state’s to the law in 1967, the
independence, despite threats and reservations at home and
government has the
abroad, he was also able to determine the state’s borders. At
present, it is inconceivable that a move of such significance authority to issue such an
would be implemented by an act of one person alone, no order on its own.
matter how legally justifiable, without wide public discourse.
Even in 1967, when the country’s leadership sought to apply Israeli law to its
capital, Jerusalem, it decided not to take this route and instead transferred to the
government the authority to apply the law. Once a government decision is made,
however, it prima facie can authorize the Defense Minister to issue an appropriate
order; but, that step would not be necessary because, following the amendment
to the law in 1967, the government has the authority to issue such an order on
its own. Furthermore, it can be argued that when the Knesset passed Article 11B
of the Regulation of Administration and Law Ordinance (1967), it essentially –
even if not formally – stripped the Defense Minister of the authority to apply
Israeli law to new territories. Accordingly, once the authority was conferred on the
government, it is unreasonable to assume that a corresponding authority still rests
with the Defense Minister.11
As an order of the Defense Minister is clearly not the best approach, we recommend
an alternative legal method for the application of Israeli law in Judea, Samaria, and
the Jordan Valley.

11 Amnon Rubenstein and Barak Medinah, “The Constitutional Law of Israel: Governmental Agencies
and Citizenship” Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, Schoken, 2005, Vol 2, p. 932. For a similar approach, see
Shlomo Guberman, “Sefer Uri Yadin: Book Review” Mishpatim, 21 (5751), p. 177.
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B. Model 1981: Knesset Legislation (second best alternative)
A second possible way of applying Israeli law to Judea, Samaria,
and the Jordan Valley is legislation by the Knesset that would
determine the application of Israeli law, jurisdiction, and
administration to a specific area described in the law or in an
addendum to it as was the case with the Golan Heights. Indeed,
in recent years, several bills have been proposed in the Knesset
that seek to apply Israeli law to specific parts of Area C, for
example: Ma’aleh Edumim, suburban areas of Jerusalem, the
Jordan Valley, the northern Dead Sea region, Jewish settlement
as a whole, and all of Area C. We believe this is the second best
alternative.

Under the present
circumstances, it would
be totally unnecessary
as Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu
has repeatedly
declared, including
very recently, that he is
personally committed
to imminent legislation
that applies Israeli law
to areas in Judea and
Samaria.

In general, the advantage of Knesset legislation is that any
member of the Knesset can independently promote an issue
that is dear to him, even if the Prime Minister opposes the
legislation. While in most cases, the Knesset member will need
the support of the government to reach the required majority,
the independent initiative is enough to raise the issue and may
even force the government’s consent. This was the reason for the series of bills
mentioned above. However, regarding the sensitive issue of applying Israeli law in
Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley, the chance that a private Knesset bill would
be passed contrary to the Prime Minister’s position is practically nonexistent; hence,
presenting a private bill on the matter would be nothing more than declarative.
Most importantly, under the present circumstances, it would be totally unnecessary
as Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has repeatedly declared, including very
recently, that he is personally committed to imminent legislation that applies
Israeli law to areas in Judea and Samaria. During the swearing-in of Israel’s 36th
Government on May 17, 2020, the Prime Minister said: “These lands are where
the Jewish nation was born and developed. The time has come to apply Israeli law
to them and write another glorious chapter in the history of Zionism ... The whole
issue of sovereignty has become relevant only because I personally endeavored to
advance it.”
A second advantage of going the route of Knesset legislation is
that it appears to be the preferable way of determining a norm
of such national importance as the application of Israeli law in
Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley. However, this would be
in fact an act of redundant legislation as the Knesset has already
stated through legislation that it authorizes the application
of Israeli law to any area included in Mandatory Israel, and
Judea and Samaria are the heart of that area. When the Knesset
enacted Article 11B of the Regulation of Administration and
Law Ordinance, that was precisely the goal it had in mind,
and it provided the government with a legal and official tool
through which it could accomplish that.

The Knesset has already
stated through legislation
that it authorizes the
application of Israeli law
to any area included in
Mandatory Israel, and
Judea and Samaria are
the heart of that area.
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A third advantage of taking this route is that within the legislative framework, all of
the special legislative provisions that are required during the transition period from
one legal system to another could be set forth at the outset. However, as we will
explain below, transitional arrangements can also be applied immediately through
a government order, and the remainder can be accomplished by regulations and
subsequent orders.
An additional argument for application of the law via this method is that it lends
it broad public legitimacy, thus bolstering its validity. However, popular legitimacy
can also be obtained by the government bringing its decision to the Knesset for a
declarative vote, as is the case, for example, after the Prime Minister’s speech at the
opening of a session or after he delivers a message to the Knesset.
The main disadvantage of this route is the length of time usually required for the
legislative process, although, when necessary, the Knesset can expedite proceedings.
The requisite three readings of the Golan Heights Law, for example, were passed in
one day.
But the limited advantages of this approach suggest that it should be selected only
in the absence of a better alternative.

C. Model 1967: Government Order (Recommended Method)
A third way of applying the law to Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley is the
issuance of a government order, under the Regulation of Administration and Law
Ordinance, that would determine the area to which the law, jurisdiction, and
administration of the State of Israel would apply. We believe
this is the best route to take. As shown above, this is the The repeated use of
approach that the Knesset chose in 1967 when it established
the Regulation of
in law that it gives the government the power to apply Israeli
law to any part of Mandatory Israel that was liberated in the Administration and Law
Ordinance also affirms
war.

The greatest advantage of this route is the flexibility given the Israel’s consistent
government in determining the exact timing of the process position held throughout
and its conditions. Another advantage of relying on the the years that it legally
Regulation of Administration and Law Ordinance is that holds sovereign rights in
based on its provisions, Israeli law has already been applied
all areas of Mandatory
to Jerusalem’s eastern, northern, and southern sections for
over half a century, and using the ordinance again would Israel, hence its authority
appropriately serve to further acknowledge its validity as well to apply its laws in those
the efficacy of the order. The repeated use of the Regulation areas.
of Administration and Law Ordinance also affirms Israel’s
consistent position held throughout the years that it legally holds sovereign rights
in all areas of Mandatory Israel, hence its authority to apply its laws in those areas.
Additionally, the issuance of a government order under the Regulation of
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Administration and Law Ordinance will immediately apply a requisite series of
transitional and continuity provisions because the issuance of the order triggers
the application of the Regulation of Law and Administration Law [Consolidated
Version], 1970, which provides for a series of adjustment provisions and
transitional regulations as well as the authority to implement regulations on
specific issues. Taking this route therefore obviates the need for special legislation,
with the exception of some amendments and adjustments that would be required
after the issuance of the order. Because the government is subject to the Knesset’s
supervision and scrutiny, Israel’s elected parliament may at any time deprive the
government of the authority given to it under paragraph 11B by repealing or
modifying the clause.
In light of all this, it is clearly the best legislative method to apply Israeli law in the
relevant areas of Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley.

3. Adjustment Mechanisms, Transitional Arrangements, and
Continuity Provisions

The application of Israeli law in Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley is expected
to significantly improve the daily lives of all residents of the area as well as the
functioning and management capabilities of the governmental authorities.
However, in order to prevent undesirable results - for the State of Israel and the area’s
population - it is important to offer solutions on a range of issues. For example, the
abolition of the military administration will necessarily negate the current source
of authority of existing systems and institutions, such as local government and
planning mechanisms, thereby raising the possibility of creating
a legal vacuum that may harm residents. Applying Israeli law also Practical and legal
means applying the laws of entry into Israel, and this may affect solutions to all of these
the freedom of movement of the Palestinian population in Judea
issues therefore already
and Samaria. It may also affect property rights and will require
the transfer of internal security responsibilities from the IDF to exist and are available
the police. There will be a need to find the right legal solutions for use.
for these and other issues that derive from the application of
Israeli law.
Unlike the previous three times when an expansion of Israeli jurisdiction coincided
with or followed the expansion of the state’s borders, the application of Israeli law
at this time is unique in the sense that it will be applied following more than
fifty years of Israeli military rule within already extant borders. During this
half century, countless legal arrangements, institutions, rights, obligations, and
documents, which originated with Israeli authorities, have become entrenched in
Judea and Samaria. In this respect, application of the law at this time is similar to
its application to the Golan Heights in 1981 because a military government had
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administered that region from 1967 until the law was applied. Even though in the
case of the Golan, the military administration was for a relatively short period and
hence the institutions and legal arrangements were less developed, the application
of Israeli law to the Golan in 1981 bears resemblance to the application of Israeli
law now to selected areas of Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley. The Golan
case is certainly less similar to the application of Israeli law to Jerusalem in 1967,
when the transition from Jordanian rule to Israeli law took place
almost immediately. Either way, the legal tools created at the there is no intention of
time of applying the law in Jerusalem and the Golan Heights can applying Israeli law to
also be used now, of course with the necessary adaptations and Palestinian population
adjustments for Judea and Samaria. Practical and legal solutions
centers - not in Areas A
to all of these issues therefore already exist and are available for
use. The power to enact the desired regulations is held, for the and B, nor in Area C. Not
most part, by the Government, after it issues the order to apply many Palestinians will
Israel law and, alternatively, may be acquired by the Government become Israeli residents.
through specific Knesset legislation.
Israeli law therefore can be applied immediately without making any practical or
legal impact on the Israeli and Palestinian populations, or the proper functioning of
the existing authorities. The application of Israeli law will not prejudice the rights of
Palestinians living in Judea and Samaria - not those living in the territory to which the
law applies, nor those living in territory that will remain under military government,
nor the vast majority living in the autonomous areas of the Palestinian Authority.
Palestinian residents residing in the area in which the law applies will immediately
be granted residency status, similar to the Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem
since the Six Day War and will be eligible for Israeli citizenship in accordance with
the law and the Interior Ministry’s procedures. It should be emphasized that there
is no intention of applying Israeli law to Palestinian population centers - not in
Areas A and B, nor in Area C. Not many Palestinians will become Israeli residents.
Nonetheless, it is important that a census be conducted as soon as possible in the
area to which Israeli law applies.
With regard to the freedom of movement in the areas of Judea and Samaria to which
Israeli law will be applied, there is no reason why it cannot remain exactly as is, with
the exception that all legal arrangements will be determined by the Minister of the
Interior, and not the IDF. There is no need to create barriers or divisions between
the areas to which Israeli law applies and other areas. It is important to remember
that until the year 2000, there were no physical buffers along the “Green Line,” not
even checkpoints. Similarly, there is no need to create a physical buffer within Judea
and Samaria, between an area where Israeli law applies and an area where Israeli law
does not apply. Land ownership rights will not be compromised, and if necessary,
the matter will be settled through legislation. Freedom of movement for the IDF
will remain just as it is today, while the responsibility for security will be transferred
gradually from the IDF to the Israeli police.
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Chapter 3: The Application of
Israeli Law Under International
Law

T

he question of the implications of international law for the application of
Israeli law in Judea and Samaria consists of two separate sub-questions.
One question is whether in terms of international law, there is a legal
restriction on applying the law in Judea and Samaria. The second question
is what are the expected implications of the application of the law. Meaning,
how are the various players in the international arena likely to respond to the
allegations (be they true, mistaken, or manipulative) regarding an Israeli violation
of international law.

1. Israel’s Status and Rights in Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan
Valley under International Law

The historical, national, and religious rights of the Jewish people to the territories
of the Land of Israel were clearly codified under international law many years
prior to the establishment of the state. In April 1920, the victors of World War I
entered into the San Remo agreement, pursuant to which Great Britain was given a
mandate over the Land of Israel. The Mandates Article that the League of Nations
(the predecessor to the UN) ratified in July 1922 established (Section b) that it was
Great Britain’s responsibility to ensure the establishment of a national home for the
Jewish people in the territory of the Mandate in the Land of Israel and encourage
dense Jewish settlement therein. As the introductory clauses demonstrate, that was
the purpose of giving the Mandate to Great Britain. The area referenced by the
Mandate Article included the Land of Israel to the west of the Jordan River and
the Land of Israel to the east of it (currently, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan).
Britain was given the option of deviating from implementing its obligation to
establish the Jewish home solely with regard to those areas of the Land of Israel east
of the Jordan River, but not those to the west of the river. Article 80 of the Charter
of the United Nations left unchanged the validity of the rights of the Jews pursuant
to the Mandate Article.
The UN General Assembly Resolution 181 (the Partition Plan) from November
1947 recommended the partitioning of the Land of Israel into a Jewish state and
an Arab state. As discussed above in Chapter 2, even though the leadership of the
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Jewish settlement in Israel agreed to the partition – on the condition that it be
accepted by the other side – the Arabs of the Land of Israel rejected the resolution
and launched violent attacks against the Jewish settlement and were joined by the
Arab states whose goal was to destroy the Jewish state. Britain also refused to accept
the partition resolution or to follow it, and the UN Security Council refrained
from any action that would have given the resolution binding effect. Given the
circumstances, the Partition Plan has no effect under international law, certainly
not regarding borders. In this context, we must note that the Jewish settlement
preceded Resolution 181, including in areas that were allocated to an Arab state, and
the Jewish settlement also existed – until the War of Independence – in territories
that the Transjordanian Arab Legion conquered during the course of the war.
The Arab Legion invaded the Western Land of Israel in 1948, and at the end of the
war, remained an occupying force in Judea, Samaria, the Jordan Valley, and half of
Jerusalem. The Jordanian conquest destroyed the entire Jewish settlement that existed
in northern Jerusalem, the northern Dead Sea area, the mountains of Hebron, and in
Jerusalem itself. However, the status of the Jordanian conquest was not based on any
claim of legal right, and the Jordanian act of annexation – the application of Jordanian
law – which occurred in 1950, was illegal and was also considered as such by almost
all countries of the world (other than Britain, Iraq, and some claim Pakistan as well).
That being the case, according to the well-known international law doctrine
regarding borders in the postcolonial age (Uti Possidetis Juris) – which establishes
that the borders of a newly formed sovereign state are absolutely identical to those
of the administrative entity that preceded it in that territory – the borders of Israel
are those borders that it inherited from the British Mandate. In this context, it
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should be noted that the 1949 Armistice Lines (the “Green
Line”) agreed to between Israel and Jordan at the end of the War
of Independence were not established as permanent borders,
and the parties expressly declared as much in the cease-fire
agreements. As noted, the borders of the State of Israel were, as of
the end of the War of Independence, significantly broader than
those proposed by the Partition Plan, and Israeli law was applied,
even during the course of the War of Independence, to all of the
area that they demarcated.
During the Six Day War (1967), with the expulsion of the
Jordanian army to the east bank of the Jordan River, all of those
territories that had been under Jordanian occupation transferred
to the State of Israel. From a legal standpoint, Israel took the
above territories that did not belong to any other state entity but
itself pursuant to international law. As we demonstrated in prior
chapters, immediately after the war, the Knesset determined
that the government had the authority to apply Israeli law and
administration throughout the territories of the Land of Israel in
which it maintained a temporary military regime. And indeed,
the government immediately – by means of a governmental
order – applied Israeli law to East, North, and South Jerusalem.

in terms of international
law, the State of Israel’s
legal and sovereign
rights apply to all areas
of the Western Land
of Israel and there is
no legal limitation to
the right of the Jewish
people to settle in Judea,
Samaria, and the Jordan
Valley. As the state
of the Jewish people,
the State of Israel may
apply its laws within
these territories.

As a starting point, we must therefore assume that in terms of international law, the
State of Israel’s legal and sovereign rights apply to all areas of the Western Land of
Israel and that there is no legal limitation to the right of the Jewish people to settle
in Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley. As the state of the Jewish people, the State
of Israel may apply its laws within these territories.

2. The History of International Opposition, the Position
of International Institutions, and the Position of the
United States

Despite all of the above, since 1967, the nations of the world have objected to
Israel’s control over Judea, Samaria, the Jordan Valley, and Jerusalem, and Jewish
settlement throughout these geographic regions. This opposition, as expressed in
numerous UN General Assembly resolutions as well as a line of resolutions adopted
by the UN Security Council (since the 1970’s), is the result of intense action by the
Arab League.
In a number of resolutions (that are legally nonbinding), the UN Security Council
has declared that Judea, Samaria, and East Jerusalem are occupied territories, that
Israel is obligated to administer them pursuant to the Fourth Geneva Convention,
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and that Israeli settlement in Jerusalem outside of the Green Line, in the Jordan
Valley, in Judea, and in Samaria, violates international law. The Security Council
adopted the last resolution regarding the matter in 2016 (Resolution 2334) after the
US government under the administration of Barack Obama, during the transition
period after Donald Trump was elected, declined to use its veto power. Here we
must emphasize that these resolutions have never possessed a legally binding
character. Rather, they are solely declarative.
In 2004, the International Court of Justice ((ICJ), a UN body located in the Hague))
issued an advisory opinion that determined that the Fourth Geneva Convention
applied to Israeli control of Judea and Samaria and further determined that Israeli
settlement in these territories is unlawful. In its opinion, the Court expressly
stipulated that it was refraining from making a determination on the question of
sovereignty in that territory and did not address Israeli claims of
right. Israel rejected this position, as decisions by Israel’s High Under the administration
Court of Justice on the matter demonstrate.12
of President Donald
In 1978, under President Jimmy Carter, the US Department of Trump, there has been an
State adopted a memorandum (known as the “Hansell memo” immense transformation
after its author Herbert Hansell) that determined that settlement
in the United States’
in Judea and Samaria is “inconsistent with international
law.” However, in the years that followed, the United States attitude toward settlement
government refused to accept this interpretation of the law.13 In in Judea and Samaria.
2016, after UN Security Council Resolution 2334 was adopted,
then US Secretary of State, John Kerry, referenced the aforementioned memo in his
declaration that Israeli settlement in Jerusalem and in Judea and Samaria is illegal.
Recently, however, under the administration of President Donald Trump, there
has been an immense transformation in the United States’ attitude toward
settlement in Judea and Samaria. In May 2018, the United States Embassy was
moved to Jerusalem, to an area that had partially been, up until 1967, outside
of Israeli control. In November 2019, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo made
a public declaration establishing that the United States had changed its policy
in relation to the legality of Israeli settlement in Judea and Samaria and held
that “The establishment of Israeli civilian settlements in the West Bank is not
per se inconsistent with international law.”14 In a letter that he later issued, he
supported the position that “Israel has an unassailable legal right to establish
settlements in the West Bank.”15
12 HCJ 7957/04 Mara’ba v. Prime Minister of Israel (September 15, 2005). We note that in July 2004,
the US House of Representatives also adopted a resolution rejecting the ICJ’s advisory opinion.
www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/108/hres713/text/ih.
13 President Ronald Reagan for example clearly stated ''As to the West Bank, I believe the settlements
there - I disagreed when the previous Administration referred to them as illegal - they're not illegal.''
Quoted in, STATE DEPARTMENT; ABOUT THE WEST BANK AND THE EMPEROR'S CLOTHES, New York
Times, Bernard Gwertzman, Aug. 25, 1983.
14 For further reading on Israel’s legal right to Judea, Samaria, and the Gaza Strip, see “The
Pompeo Declaration," The Pompeo Declaration on the Legality of Jewish Settlement in Judea
and Samaria, Jerusalem: Kohelet Policy Forum and the Shiloh Policy Forum, January 2020, p. 1.
https://www.shiloh.org.il/publications.
15 “Secretary Pompeo’s Response to Critics," ibid., p. 4.
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Against this backdrop, the decisions of the International Criminal Court (ICC) at
the Hague are particularly notable. Even though, throughout the years, the State
of Israel was one of the states that initiated the establishment of the Court and
promoted it, in the end it was forced to withdraw its signature from the Rome
Treaty (signing leads to membership in the Court) after, under pressure from
the Arab League, the Treaty adopted anti-Israeli articles, including one with the
implication that the establishment of settlements in Judea and Samaria is a crime.
We note that the United States also withdrew its signature from the Treaty. Oddly
enough, even though Israel is not a party to the Rome Treaty and is not a member
of the Court, and despite the fact that the Palestinian Authority is not supposed
to have any status in the Court, the International Criminal Court’s prosecutor
recently made the determination that “Palestine” is a state that has signed the Rome
convention and is a member of the Court and that “the Palestinian
people” are the sovereign power in Judea, Samaria, and East Jerusalem.16 The ICC treats Israeli
The prosecutor further determined that the Court retains the right to settlement in the Land
investigate complaints submitted by “Palestine” regarding war crimes of Israel and Israel’s
supposedly committed by the IDF in the “Occupied Palestinian
wars against those
Territories,” including East Jerusalem, since June 13, 2014.17 This
decision is reflective of the Court’s extreme and consistent anti-Israel seeking its destruction
bias. Thus, for example, the Court treats Israeli settlement in the as crimes that are more
Land of Israel and Israel’s wars against those seeking its destruction as severe that those crimes
crimes that are more severe that those crimes that mass murderers and that mass murderers
war criminals commit - actions that the Court refrains from dealing
and war criminals
with. Given all of the above, it is clear that the State of Israel must act
diligently in dealing with this Court (as the United States does): To commit - actions that
prohibit by law the maintaining of any connection with the Court and the Court refrains from
its investigations, directly or indirectly, and to impose sanctions for any dealing with.
cooperation with such proceedings.
It is no secret that among the nations of the world and entities in the international
community, there is a prevailing position that applies a unique legal standard to
Israel both regarding waging war as well as in regard to the administering of Judea
and Samaria. This egregiously biased position is very likely to give rise to opposition
to the implementation of Israeli law in Judea and Samaria and perhaps even to result
in anti-Israel actions on the part of various entities in the international community.
For this reason, Israel must strictly adhere to its positions and not cooperate with
any anti-Israel initiatives. We must also remember that currently, pressure from
anti-Israel and anti-Semitic entities has resulted in proceedings being commenced
against the State of Israel and against members of its leadership on accusations of
war crimes (including for construction in Jerusalem). This trend cannot be stopped
by lowering one’s head, but by standing firm. The State of Israel must strongly insist
upon its legal and moral rights to its historical homeland.
16 The response to the Pretrial Chamber on the subject of the “Situation in the State of Palestine," April
30, 2020, ICC-01/18, paragraph 99. https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2020_01746.PDF.
17 June 13, 2014 is the date when the “State of Palestine” was inducted into the International Criminal
Court at the Hague.
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3. Israel's Legal Position in Relation to the Laws of
"Occupation" in International Law

Many entities in the international community allege that Israel’s status regarding its
control over Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley is that of a “temporary military
occupier” and that therefore, it is subject to the restrictions established in the Fourth
Geneva Convention. As we have noted, the State of Israel deems itself as having
solid legal rights to Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley and regardless, cannot
be viewed as a “temporary occupier.” However, even if after the Six Day War, it
could have been considered an “occupier,” the peace treaty it signed with Jordan
in 1994 changed matters completely. According to international law, a peace treaty
ends the application of the laws of war, including the laws of occupation, and
therefore, it can no longer be claimed that there are legal restrictions on the State of
Israel, either based on international law, the Fourth Geneva Convention, the 1907
Hague Convention, or any other customary source. While Israel has de facto taken
upon itself to conduct itself in Judea and Samaria according to the humanitarian
provisions set forth in the Fourth Geneva Convention, this does
not impact their application de jure. Israel is therefore entitled With this legislation,
to independently determine how to manage the territory. The
Israel announced to
laws of occupation under international law are thus irrelevant.

the world that it views

And indeed, as noted above, immediately after the Six Day
War, the Knesset enacted an amendment to the Regulation of itself as the sovereign
Administration and Law Ordinance (Section 11B), in which it over these territories,
empowered the government to apply Israeli law, jurisdiction, a sovereignty that is
and administration to all of the territories of the Land of Israel. entitled – as it chooses
The next day, the government issued an order applying Israeli
– to determine the
law to East Jerusalem, as well as to its north and south. With
this act of legislation and by issuing the order, the State of Israel nature of the law and
made it clear that from a legal standpoint, it does not deem itself administration that will
as a temporary occupier without rights to the territories that the apply to the territory
IDF captured during the Six Day War. To the contrary: In so that it possesses.
doing, Israel announced to the world that it views itself as the
sovereign over these territories, a sovereign that is entitled – as it
chooses – to determine the nature of the law and administration that will apply to
the territory that it possesses.
As to the limitations imposed by international law on the application of Israeli
law in Judea and Samaria, there simply is no prohibition under customary
international law or in any convention to which Israel is a party to determining
the scope of the territory over which the laws of the state will apply (in whole or in
part). Every state may determine such scope independently, unless in so doing, it
would harm the sovereignty of another sovereign state. Regarding the territories of
Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley, there is no state that can claim sovereignty
over them other than Israel. As we know, a Palestinian state never existed in these
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territories, and the Kingdom of Jordan - which held these territories as an occupier
without rights from 1948 until 1967 - renounced all of its claims to the territories
in 1988 and signed a peace treaty with Israel in 1994. The application of Israeli
law thus does not violate the sovereignty of another state and therefore, does not
in any way violate international law.
While it is true that in the interim agreements between Israel and the PLO (the
“Oslo Accords”), Israel recognized the Palestinians’ “right to self-determination,”
the substance of this right and its implications are quite
nebulous and remain undefined under international law. There simply is
Therefore, the conclusion that this right bars Israel from no prohibition
applying its laws in Judea and Samaria is an overreach and
under customary
without precedent under international law. In addition, one
must remember that the demands for self-determination by international law or in
the Palestinians clash with the demands for self-determination any convention to which
by the Jews that had already been recognized, as previously Israel is a party to
noted, one hundred years ago and were officially anchored determining the scope of
in international agreements, including Article 80 of the UN
the territory over which
Charter.

the laws of the state

Nothing was stipulated in the Oslo Accords that derogates
will apply (in whole or
from Israel’s sovereign rights over these territories. In fact,
it was expressly established that the two parties reserve all in part). Every state may
of their rights. Similarly, these accords do not contain any determine such scope
clause prohibiting the application of civilian Israeli law in the independently, unless
territories of Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley. Rather, in so doing, it would
there is only a prohibition against changing their status until
harm the sovereignty of
the completion of negotiations over final agreements (Chapter
5, Section XXXI[7] of the Accords). An Israeli determination another sovereign state.
regarding the nature of the law that applies to these areas does
not necessitate a change in its status therein. Israel would be merely maintaining
its long-held sovereignty – both de facto and de jure. As to the corresponding
party, the Palestinian Authority has violated this clause of the accords on many
occasions. Thus, it seems that it can no longer be claimed that Israel is bound by
it. The Palestinian Authority declared itself to be a state and sought recognition by
international institutions. It submitted complaints to the International Criminal
Court at the Hague. It declared that as far as it was concerned, the interim accords
are null and void and gave notice that it does not view itself as being bound by the
division of the territory into Areas A, B, and C. Legally, it is highly questionable
as to whether the Oslo Accords remain valid given the egregious violations of
these accords by the Palestinians and their open declarations of their nullity.
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Frequently Asked Questions

1.

What in fact is sovereignty and why is it important?
“Sovereignty” is a term that has various meanings under the law. With regard
to applying Israeli law, sovereignty means full control (Israel has - since 1948
- territorial sovereignty in the sense of a supreme legal right). Since the Six
Day War, the Arabs of Judea and Samaria have claimed the right to control
the area and argued that Israel has no right to it, while we hesitate and stutter,
despite the fact that history, the law, and moral justice are on our side. On
the one hand, we claim that we have rights to Judea and Samaria and rebuild
our communities there, and on the other hand, we manage these territories
by means of a temporary military regime. This indecision is what enabled the
Palestinians to wage a dishonest smear campaign that presents us as occupiers of
land that does not belong to us. In order to put an end to this delegitimization
campaign and divest ourselves of the allegation of being foreign invaders, we
must speak in a united voice and back our justified claims of sovereignty over
Judea and Samaria with concrete legal action as well.

2. What is so important about implementing Israeli law in portions
of Judea and Samaria? After all, Israel already controls them.
Immediately after the Six Day War, the State of Israel announced that it was
leaving existing law in place in Judea and Samaria – meaning the Jordanian,
British, and even Ottoman law that had been in place there. Only in East
Jerusalem did the government apply Israeli law and turn it into an integral part
of the State of Israel as a whole. In so doing, Israel signaled that the remainder of
the territory is open to negotiation. As time passed, the lamentable perception
took hold around the world that Israel is a temporary occupier without rights
to the territory, and therefore, it must be pressured to withdraw.
The State of Israel controls Area C, but without implementing its laws in these
areas, it signals to the world that this control is temporary. In so doing, Israel
reinforces the false Palestinian narrative that Israel is a temporary occupier
without rights to the land and draws upon itself international pressure to
withdraw from it.
Implementation of Israeli law in these territories will establish a new reality
in which the State of Israel is the sovereign power in these territories from
both a legal as well as a practical standpoint. In so doing, Israel will remove
the question mark floating above Jewish settlements in Judea and Samaria.
Application of Israeli law to Jewish settlements and turning them into an
integral part of the State of Israel will enable construction just like in other
parts of Israel and will include these areas in national planning programs for
infrastructure, transportation, health, industry, and the like. The entire area
will benefit from a boom in construction and economic development.
An additional benefit to applying Israeli law to broad portions of Judea
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and Samaria is that in so doing, we will significantly reduce the risk of the
establishment of a dangerous Palestinian state in Judea and Samaria.
After the US gov e rnment under President Donald Trump recognized the
legality of Jewish settlement in Judea and Samaria and expressed its willingness
in the international arena to support Israel’s application of its laws to extensive
portions of Jude a and Samaria, an historical window of opportunity has
opened. This is a conceptual reversal in which the US government has declared
that the starting point is that Israel has the historical, religious, moral, and
legal right to the entire Land of Israel. It is hard to overstate the importance of
this change, and therefore, we must not let it pass us by.
Of course, we must be vigilant not to lose the benefits of this opportunity
through its costs. We will address this in the following questions and answers.

3. Why is it not true that Judea and Samaria are “occupied
territories”?
Pursuant to international law, “occupied territory” is the territory of another
state that has been occupied in war and held without the consent of its lawful
sovereign. This definition does not fit the case of Judea and Samaria. There are
a couple of reasons for this:
A.

The areas of Judea and Samaria were never under sovereign control of another
state, other than the State of Israel. The Kingdom of Jordan, which invaded
these territories illegally in 1948, attempted to annex them in 1950, without
any claim of right. However, nearly all of the nations of the world (other than
Britain, Iraq, and possibly Pakistan) rejected the Jordanian land-grab.

B. The well-known international law doctrine regarding borders in the postcolonial
age Uti Possidetis Juris stipulates that the borders of a newly formed sovereign
state are completely identical to those of the administrative entity that preceded
it in that territory. In our case, the administrative authority that preceded the
State of Israel was the British Mandate, and therefore, the State of Israel has
full legal sovereignty over all of Judea, Samaria, the Jordan Valley, and East
Jerusalem since its Declaration of Independence in 1948.
C. Even if it were possible to view Israel as a kind of “occupier” after the Six Day
War, following the signing of the peace treaty with Jordan in 1994 – that led
to the end of the state of war between these two countries –that view is now
untenable. Under international law, after a peace agreement, there is no longer
an “occupation.”
D. Under international law, the Jewish people have the legal right to Judea and
Samaria. This right was established in the Mandate Article that was confirmed
by 51 states in the League of Nations (in 1922) and ratified by the UN Charter.
To this day, the article in the UN Charter addressing the rights of the Jewish
people has not been modified, and no country has objected to it.
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4. Is the extension of sovereignty over Judea and Samaria
coordinated with the US government?
Yes. According to the “Deal of the Century” proposed by President Donald
Trump, the State of Israel is entitled to extend its sovereignty – immediately
– over the Jordan Valley and extensive portions of Judea and Samaria. In
November 2019, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo declared that Jewish
settlement in these areas is legal under international law.

5. Does this mean the annexation of all of the Palestinian Arabs
living in Judea and Samaria and turning them into Israeli citizens?
Of course not. In 1995, in the framework of the Second Oslo Accords (Oslo
II), the territories of Judea and Samaria were divided into three categories:
Areas A and B (approximately 40% of all of Judea and Samaria), in which
the Palestinian Authority has full civil and limited security authority, and
Area C (approximately 60% of the total territory), which includes all Israeli
settlements, industrial zones, military bases, and training grounds. The vast
majority of the Arabs in Judea and Samaria live in Areas A and B, and only
a minority lives in Area C. Those areas over which Israeli law will apply are
located entirely within Area C, and according to the plan, the law will not be
applied to areas with concentrations of Arab populations.

6. Does the application of Israeli law mean managing the lives of
Palestinians?
Absolutely not. Since the execution of the Oslo Accords, the Palestinian
Authority is the entity in charge – from a civilian standpoint – of the Arabs
of Judea and Samaria living in Areas A and B, and it manages their daily lives.
This arrangement will not change that in any way. Israeli law will only apply to
Area C, which even now is under complete Israeli control, and to areas where
there is very limited Arab population.

7.

Why do groups of former members of the security establishment
and other “security experts” warn against the security risk of
annexing millions of Arabs into the State?
This is simply wrong. These former senior officials express a position that is
more political than security related, and the title, “commander,” or “expert,”
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does not give them any advantage – not politically, nor in any other area in
which they have no expertise. It is worth emphasizing that there are many
security experts that hold a well-reasoned opposing view. Similarly, one
must remember that the assessments by these former security officials who
presented themselves as security “experts” regarding previous political actions
were frequently found to be fundamentally wrong, as was the case with the
withdrawal from the Gaza Strip. As to the annexation of the Arabs of Judea
and Samaria into Israel – as noted above, in those areas where Israel plans to
apply Israeli law, there are very few resident Arabs.

8. Does the application of Israeli law also reflect a security need?
Absolutely. The Jordan Valley is an essential geographical defensive line for
the State of Israel – the “Israeli Security Belt” as defined under the Rabin
administration. Almost all security personnel since 1967 have recognized this
fact, and it has held a central place in the security outlook of the heads of the
Labor Party from Levi Eshkol through Yitzhak Rabin (see the Alon Plan, for
example). It should be noted that the map that appears in the Trump plan is
expressly based on the security vision that Rabin presented in 1995.
This applies to the hills of Judea and Samaria, which control the Jordan Valley,
and that serve as a necessary natural barrier against invasion by Arab military
forces from the east and a necessary point of control over the densely populated
center of Israel. Any reasonable person understands that giving these up and
situating the border half a kilometer from Kfar Saba will place our country
in constant danger and will put an impossible burden of responsibility on
the IDF. Applying Israeli law to the Jordan Valley, from north to south, will
cement the Jordan River as a border that is no longer in question. The broad
significance of this step will establish that Israel’s security is not subject to
negotiation. Regarding domestic security and dealing with Palestinian terror
as well, the maneuverability of a sovereign state vis-a-vis terror groups is far
greater than that available to Israel currently, where every security or settlement
action is subject to sharp and constant international criticism.

9. So the application of Israeli law to Judea and Samaria is a very
important step, but if the price is a Palestinian state, then I’ll
forego the application of Israeli law.
The application of Israeli law to Judea and Samaria is indeed tied to the process
outlined in President Donald Trump’s “Deal of the Century.” However, Israel
is not currently required to consent to a Palestinian state, but rather only to
accept the “outline” in the “Deal of the Century” and agree to commence
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negotiation on the basis of that plan. Israel can expressly emphasize, together
with its consent [to the outline], that it opposes a Palestinian state.
According to the “Deal of the Century,” as a condition for the establishment
of a Palestinian state, the Palestinians must disarm Hamas (including in the
Gaza Strip), recognize the State of Israel as the national Jewish homeland with
united Jerusalem as its capital, remove anti-Israeli components from its school
curricula, and stop “pay for slay” payments to terrorists and their families. The
“Deal of the Century” predicates the establishment of a Palestinian state on a
series of additional conditions, including that security control over land, sea,
and air, throughout the area between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean,
remain in Israel’s hands. Judging from history, these conditions immeasurably
decrease the likelihood that the Palestinian leadership will enter negotiations
over the establishment of a state.
To summarize, the application of Israeli law in Judea and Samaria not only
does not require consenting to a Palestinian state, but it also significantly
reduces the danger that such a state will ever be established.

10. The “Deal of the Century” is exactly like Oslo, Camp David, and
the Roadmap. Its purpose is to establish a Palestinian state in
Judea and Samaria.
That’s not true. Contrary to all previous plans, the “Deal of the Century” does
not make the establishment of a Palestinian state the goal of the process, but
rather a possible option – if the Palestinians meet a long line of requirements
that, as noted above, are conditions for such a state.
The “Deal of the Century” is the first plan since the Six Day War to recognize
the Jewish people’s legal and historical right to Judea and Samaria and enables
Israel to apply full sovereignty over half of Area C, including all Jewish
settlements in Judea and Samaria, immediately.
Contrary to all prior plans in which Israel was required to hand over territories
and national assets in exchange for mere words – this time, the situation
has been reversed. For the first time since Oslo, the State of Israel has an
opportunity to practicably and immediately improve its status on the ground
in exchange for verbal commitments, while the Palestinian side is the one that
is required to take action in meeting a long line of concrete demands.
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11. But if there is a less friendly president in a few months, all of
these conditions will be forgotten, and only Israel’s consent to a
Palestinian state – from a right-wing government no less – will
be remembered. Do we not disadvantage ourselves by doing this?
First, as we have noted, the government of Israel is entitled to voice its objection
to a Palestinian state.
The installation of a new president in the White House might result in a
withdrawal from the agreements between Israel and the United States, and
we must therefore act now in order to mitigate that risk. Thus, for example, it
is very important that Israel sign a memorandum of understanding with the
United States that will add immutability to the United States’ commitment
that a Palestinian state will not be established as long as all of the conditions for
its establishment have not been met. Such a memorandum of understanding
will make it very difficult for a future government less favorable to Israel to
change its policies.
It is impossible to completely tie the hands of a future American government.
However, there is no doubt that if a less friendly administration is elected in
the United States, it is better for Israel that it occurs after Israel has already
applied its laws to substantial areas of Judea, Samaria, and the Jordan Valley. A
situation in which the plan is on the table, but the State of Israel has still not
applied Israeli law to those portions that the “Deal of the Century” allows, will
be far worse if and when a less favorable US administration is in power.

12. The “Deal of the Century” sets aside 50% of Area C for a future
Palestinian state and requires a construction freeze on this area
for the entire period of negotiations. How long will this period
last?
The amount of time allocated to the Palestinians is still open to negotiation,
but according to the Prime Minister, the understanding is that it is four years.
It is very important to take action in order to ensure that this period of time
will be as short as possible, that no restriction be imposed on Israel in Area C
as long as the Palestinians do not fulfill all of the conditions placed on them,
and that at the end of this period of time, if the Palestinians have not met the
conditions, these restrictions will be lifted and Israel shall be entitled to apply
Israeli law on the remainder of Area C as well.
Because these items do not expressly appear in the plan, it is important to
include them as well in the memorandum of understanding between Israel
and the United States.
In this context, we should remember that the areas that the “Deal of the
Century” seeks to retain as a “deposit” for a future Palestinian state currently
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have no Jewish settlement, and as of today, there is no Israeli plan on the table
seeking to start construction there such that there is no practical significance
to an Israeli building freeze.

13. Is it really possible to build settlements without limitation?
After all, Israeli law applies to East Jerusalem, and there is still
a building freeze on part of it.
In those areas where Israeli law will be applied, Israel will be able to develop
and build more easily, with far fewer legal and diplomatic obstacles. For the
sake of comparison, in Jerusalem neighborhoods over the Green Line, there are
currently more than 320,000 Jews living there (of which approximately 20,000
are in Har Homa, 20,000 in Ramat Shlomo, 30,000 in Gilo, and 45,000 in
Pisgat Ze’ev). It is true that there are still difficulties, but the construction
surge in these places is a good illustration of the difference between an area
controlled by Israeli law and an area subject to a temporary military regime
whose future is indeterminate.
With regard to those portions of Area C that do not contain Jewish settlement
and where Israeli law will not apply (at this stage), as we noted in the previous
response, to this day, we have not built there, and as of now, there is no Israeli
plan to do so. Thus, there is no practical significance to a “construction freeze”
in these areas. Furthermore, contrary to all of the previous plans that imposed
prohibitions on construction only on Israelis, the “Deal of the Century” also
prohibits the Palestinians from building in those same portions of Area C and
invites the State of Israel to enforce this freeze on them as well. We must hope
and insist that the government ensures this and takes strict action to prevent
an organized Palestinian takeover of these areas. The United States’ backing for
this is substantial.
Furthermore, the “Deal of the Century” significantly improves the status of
Jewish settlement relative to its current condition. As of today, there is a kind
of de facto freeze in effect over all of Area C, including in Jewish settlement
areas, and construction permits are issued only sparingly. As noted above,
applying Israeli law will make the entirety of Jewish settlement and extensive
portions of Judea and Samaria a part of the State of Israel and is expected to
result in a surge in planning, construction, and development.
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14. The map that is on the table in the framework of the “Deal of
the Century” leaves nearly 20 Israeli towns “swallowed up”
outside of the “sovereignty area," places a construction freeze
on them, and prohibits them from expanding outside their
current developed area.
As of now, only a conceptual map has been published. The official map is still
in negotiation, and it is absolutely critical that Israel continues to insist that
there not be any construction freeze in towns where Israeli law will apply. It is
also vital that Israel properly define the “borders” of this developed territory.
In addition to this, we must remember a few facts:
A.

As of now, almost all towns – including cities, such as Ma’ale Edumim and
Ariel – are in the best of cases “swallowed up” by a future Palestinian state
that is supposed to be established according to the plans currently on the
table (Oslo, Camp David, Geneva, the Roadmap, Annapolis, the Kerry Plan
– some of which are plans that past Israeli governments officially accepted),
and a majority of these towns may end up being vacated if these plans are
implemented. The “Deal of the Century” leaves only 20 of these towns in a
“swallowed up” status and does not threaten the vacating of any town, not
even the most remote. We must continue to insist on the widening of the roads
leading to these towns and increase the area surrounding them for inclusion
in the areas where Israeli law will be applied, but it is imperative that we keep
our facts straight.

B. The construction freeze claim is inaccurate. Thanks to the fact that these towns
will become part of the State of Israel, they will be able to build much more
freely. The only thing they will not be able to do is expand the borders of
the town (as opposed to developed land) beyond the area where Israeli law
applies. We must remember that currently, most of them hardly benefit from
construction permits at all hence the application of Israeli law represents a
significant improvement.
C. [Furthermore] The claim that these towns will be “swallowed up” assumes that
a Palestinian state will be established. However, as we will recall, the “Deal
of the Century” requires the Palestinians to carry out a number of actions
- which there is no chance they will actually perform - as a condition to the
establishment of a Palestinian state. It is possible that after Israeli law is applied
to these areas, Palestinian refusal to enter negotiations with Israel will increase,
which will further decrease the likelihood of such a scenario materializing.
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15. According to the “Deal of the Century," there will be a
“disconnection of sovereignty” on key roads in Judea and
Samaria, including central parts of Highway 60. How will we
travel on them the “day after”?
Currently, all of the highways in Judea and Samaria, including Highway 60,
are outside of the area where the laws of the State of Israel apply. This does not
interfere with free travel on them.
The only change that will take place following the implementation of the
“Deal of the Century” is a change for the better. If we succeed in applying
Israeli law over these areas, a portion of the highways in Judea and Samaria
will become part of the State of Israel, and it will be possible to expand and
improve them with far greater ease. In those areas outside of the “sovereign
borders,” the situation will remain as it is today: The highways will be under
full Israeli authority, and free travel under Israeli security will remain constant.
This will only change if a Palestinian state is established after fulfillment of
the conditions required of the Palestinians as set forth above. If we do not
apply Israeli law to the areas being offered to us, not only will these highways
remain outside of the territories of the State of Israel, but a significant portion
of Jewish towns will as well.

16. Will this course of action result in a breakdown of security
cooperation with the Palestinian Authority?
Perhaps. The threat of a breakdown in cooperation, expressed or implied, has
been made repeatedly, but never took on practical expression. Cooperation
on matters of security between Israel and the Palestinian Authority is far more
critical to Abu Mazen and his cohorts than it is to the State of Israel. As
a rule, cooperation on matters of security has only existed continually since
Hamas seized control of the Gaza Strip in 2007, meaning, after the leadership
of the Palestinian Authority understood that cooperation with Israel is in its
interests. Either way, reliance on the Palestinian Authority in order to ensure
the security of the citizens of Israel amounts to reliance on a faulty railing that
we can live without.

17. How will the application of Israeli law impact Israel’s strategic
position in the entire region?
The collaboration between Israel and the Arab states, such as Egypt and Saudi
Arabia, is deeper and broader than it has ever been. Throughout the world –
and in the Middle East in particular – business is only done with the strong
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and the successful. Thus, strengthening diplomatic, economic, and security
ties between the State of Israel and other countries is predicated on mutual
interests, and not concessions. A clear example of this is the Iranian threat.
The countries in the region, primarily Saudi Arabia, recognize our military,
economic, and diplomatic strengths, and therefore, it is in their interest to
collaborate with us in the struggle against Iran. The Prime Minister’s close
relationship with the President of the United States is far more important
in their view than the Palestinian issue. A “Strong Israel” – from a military,
economic, social, and diplomatic standpoint – is our true asset, and the
process of applying sovereignty over parts of Area C will further fortify it. It is
entirely possible that this process will be accompanied by background noise –
as was the case for example after President Trump announced the transfer of
the American embassy to Jerusalem or after he recognized our sovereignty over
the Golan Heights. However, in practice, Israel’s strategic position is expected
to be strengthened.

18. Is the extension of sovereignty over these areas likely to
damage the peace treaty with Jordan?
There is no way to know for certain, but such an eventuality is not particularly
likely. The King of Jordan must publicly protest the extension of sovereignty
because more than half of the residents of Jordan are Palestinian (most of
whom, incidentally, moved to Jordan during the course of the Jordanian
occupation of Judea and Samaria between 1948-1967), and he fears an
uprising. The King’s duty to object, and his desire to avoid provoking his
subjects, is further reinforced by the continuing erosion of his status and the
popular protests that have been going on against him for a long period of time
as a result of the harsh economic conditions in the county (which has greatly
worsened in light of the coronavirus pandemic). We heard similar threats from
the Kingdom of Jordan after President Trump announced the transfer of the
US Embassy to Jerusalem and his recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of the
State of Israel. In fact, none of these threats has materialized. The Kingdom of
Jordan is also dependent – on an existential level – on economic and security
assistance from the United States, Israel’s water sources, and cooperation
with Israel on security matters. Furthermore, the Jordanian leadership knows
that application of Israeli law to the Jordan Valley will facilitate accelerated
economic development in the entire region – something that Jordan desires –
and therefore, it is difficult to picture a situation in which it would throw out
the baby with the bathwater.
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19. What about the international arena? Will we not face sanctions
and condemnation?
It is reasonable to assume that there will be international condemnation of this
course of action, just as there was condemnation when the Israeli government
unified Jerusalem, applied Israeli law to the Golan Heights, or attacked
the nuclear reactor in Iraq. It is the nature of the world – and the world of
international relations in particular – that over time, condemnations fade and
the world accepts the facts on the ground, provided that the action is taken
decisively. Furthermore, the authority to impose sanctions is in the hands of
the Security Council, where the United States has veto power, and because
extending sovereignty is coordinated with the United States, to the extent
certain countries attempt to harm Israel by applying sanctions, an American
veto is guaranteed. The State of Israel is currently an economic and scientific
power and a stabilizing force in a turbulent region. Countries will not rush to
harm it, particularly when the United States stands alongside it.

20. Is there urgency to this process? Why in fact apply Israeli law
now?
In this booklet, we have set forth several reasons why it is necessary to apply
Israeli law as soon as possible. Currently, we have a historical opportunity to
do so. It is doubtful whether such a golden opportunity will ever repeat itself.
There was never an administration in Washington that was as pro-Israel as
the Trump Administration. Although nearly every President of the United
States has promised to transfer the US Embassy to Jerusalem, only Trump
delivered on his promise and recognized Jerusalem as the capital of the State
of Israel. President Trump also recognized Israeli sovereignty over the Golan
Heights, withdrew from the shameful Iran nuclear deal, stopped funding
UNRWA, shut down the PLO offices in Washington, stopped the flow of
funds to the Palestinian Authority (as long as it continues to pay terrorists
and their families), clearly and unequivocally recognized the legality of Jewish
settlement in Judea and Samaria, and does not demand that Israel vacate any
settlement. This coming November, President Trump will end his first term,
and no one knows if he will succeed in being reelected. Hence, the urgency.
We have a historic opportunity before us: The opportunity to fully return
to our homeland, where our national, spiritual, and religious character was
molded, and from where we were exiled two thousand years ago. This window
of opportunity will soon close. If we fail to take advantage of it, it will be a
source of unending regret.
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